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This paper presents a pedagogical review of duality {in the sense of Kramers and Wannier) and its
application to a wide range of field theories and statistical systems. Most of'the article discusses systems
in arbitrary dimensions with discrete or continuous Abelian symmetry. Globally and locally symmetric
interactions are treated on an equal footing. For convenience, most of the theories are formulated on a d-
dimensional {Euclidean) lattice, although duality transforrnations in the continuum are briefly described.
Among the familiar theories considered are the Ising model, the x-y model, the vector Potts model, and
the Wilson lattice gauge theory with a ZN or U(l) symmetry, all in various dimensions. These theories
are all members of a more general heirarchy of theories with interactions which are distinguished by
their geometrical character. For all these Abelian theories it is shown that the duality transformation
maps the high-temperature (or, for a field theory, large coupling constant) region of the theory into the
low-temperature (small coupling constant) region of the dual theory, and vice versa. The interpretation of
the dual variables as disorder parameters is discussed. The formulation of the theories in terms of their
topological excitations is presented, and the role of these excitations in determining the phase structure of
the theories is explained. Among the other topics discussed are duality for the Abelian Higgs model and
related models, duality transformations applied to random systems (such as theories of a spin glass),
duality transformations in the "lattice Hamiltonian" formalism, and a description of attempts to
construct duality transforrnations for theories with a non-Abelian symmetry, both on the lattice and in
the continuum.
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I

i. iNTRODUCT~ON

A. Preview

This is a pedagogical review of duality in field theory
and statistical systems. By duality we mean the natural
extensions of the work ot Kramers and Wannier (1941)
on the tmo-dimensional Ising model. , and related topics.
In their work, Kramers and Wannier showed, using a
certain transformation, that the d= 2 Ising model could
be exactly rewritten as another d= 2 Ising model, but
whose temperature was a monotonically decreasing
function of the temperature of the original Ising model,
as shown schematically in Fig. 3. Thus high-tempera-
ture regions of the original Ising model were trans-
formed into low-temperature regions of its dual, and
vice versa. This i:ntriguing transformation led to many
interesting insights into the structure of the model, as
we shall discuss in Sec. II. It turns out that this trans-
formation can be generalized and simply applied to al-
most any Abelian theory in any number of dimensions.
The "any" of the last sentence includes theories with
different kinds of local symmetry as mell as globally
symmetric theories, and also includes theories whose
symmetry groups are Z„, B, U(1), or some combina-
tion of these, thereby covering systems mith both dis-
crete and continuous Abelian symmetries. The theory
can be one which is formulated on a lattice or in the
continuum, although me shall find it convenient to work
almost exclusively on d-dimensional simple hypercubic
lattices. The "almost-" of three sentences back ap-
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pears because of the word "simply" in the same sen-
tence. It is always possible to perform a duality trans-
formation on. an Abelian theory, but the result may be
rather complicated and not manifestly useful. Unfor-
tunately, it is much more difficult in general to con-
struct a duality transformation for theories with a non-
Abelian symmetry. We shall briefly discuss this prob-
lem in Sec. V.

In those Abelian cases when the duality transforma-
tion can be successfully applied we reap a number of
benefits. First, the theory is expressed in terms of a
new set of variables, the "disorder variables. " These
dual variables have small fluctuations at high tempera-
tures when the original variables have large fluctua-
tions. Thus the original theory is mapped into a dual
theory whose temperature is low when. the temperature
of the original theory is high, and vice versa. Since
the statistical systems we are discussing may also be
considered as Euclidean field theories, the field theo-
rist may replace the phrase high (low) temperature by

large (small) coupling consta, nt. In the langua. ge of field
theory then, the duality transformation maps a theory
with a large coupling constant into a theory with a
small coupling constant, and vice versa. Clearly such
a transformation can be of great help, especially in
trying to understand the often difficult to handle strong
coupling domains of field theories.

This feature of temperature or coupling constant in-
version is similar to what Kramers and Wannier found
for the d= 2 Ising model. But unlike the d= 2 Ising mod-
el which is self-dual, a dual theory in general. does not
have the same structure as the original theory to which
it is dual. For example, it sometimes happens that the
dual of globally symmetric theories are locally sym-
metric gauge theories, and vice versa.

Another important benefit derived from duality con-
cerns the topological excitations of a theory. We will
see that in some cases the dual form of a theory is an
intermediate step to a third form in which the variables
that appear in the partition function are the topological
excitations of the original variables of the original
form of the theory. This manifestation of the theory
provides a good deal of insight into many qualitative
features of the theory, especially its phase structure.

Our procedure in most of this review will be to ex-
amine various theories constructed on a d-dimensional
hypercubic lattice. We shall not explicitly discuss
duality for theories on other types of lattices, nor shall
we discuss at any length duality for a class of theories
in which one space-time direction is taken as contin-
uous and the others are latticized (the so-called lattice
Hamiltonian formulations. ) Furthermore, we shall only
briefly discuss theories defined in the continuum in Sec.
V. Finally, we will not directly review the large body
of literature concerned with monopoles in the usual
sense, although this subject is very closely related to
the subject of the present review and will be referred
to from time to time. As a partial remedy for these
omissions, Sec. I. B consists of a guide to the litera-
ture and includes references to review articles which
discuss these and other briefly treated topics.

The rest of the review is organized as follows: In
Sec. I. B we present a guide to the literature. Section

II is devoted to a study of theories with a Z, symmetry.
We begin in Sec. II. A with a fairly complete treatment
of the dual properties of the simplest such theory, the
two-dimensional Ising model. Included in this section
is a brief allusion to spin glasses and the idea of frus-
tration. Sec. II. B discusses the three-dimensional Is-
ing model and its dual, the Z, lattice gauge theory,
while Sec. II. C covers the four-dimensional Ising mod-
el. Appropriate correlation'functions, for the dual the-
ories are introduced and discussed. Using the insights
garnered from these theories we proceed in Sec. II. D
to discuss the fundamental geometrical structure of the
duality transformation. In so doing, we construct the
general duality transformation for a large class of lo-
cally and globally Z, symmetric theories in arbitrary
dimension. In Sec. III we turn to theories with a Z~
symmetry. After a short introduction (Sec. III. A), we
discuss in Sec. III. B two-dimensional globally invari-
ant Z~ theories. We touch on a variety of theories and
treat in detail the vector Potts model and the "Z~-Vil-
lain model. " This last model has the interesting prop-
erty of enforcing the periodicity associated with a Z~ sym-
metry by employing a set of auxiliary fields. The U(1) in-
variant version of the model will turn out tobe very use-
ful for interpreting topological excitations. In Sec.
III. C we generalize the results of Secs. IIand III.B and
construct the general duality transformation for a class
of locally and globally Z~ invariant theories in arbi-
trary dimension. Section IV deals with theories with a
U(1) symmetry. The introduction, Sec. IV. A, is fol-
lowed by a treatment in Sec. IV. B of the two-dimension-
al ~-y model. We describe the duality transformation
in some detail, and introduce the Coulomb gas repre-
sentation of the model. We then use the "Villain ap-
proximation" to identify the charges of the Coulomb gas
as the topological excitations of the g-y model spins.
Section IV. B concludes with a qualitative discussion of
the physics of the d = 2 ~-y model which relies heavily
on its Coulomb gas representation. In Sec. IV. C the
contents of Sec. IV. B are generalized to a large class
of globally and locally U(l) symmetric theories in d di-
mensions. The general duality transformation is con-
structed, and the representations of the theories in
terms of their topological excitations are derived. At
this point we see a very pretty pattern emerge which
relates the dimension of the topological excitation to
the nature of the U(l) interaction (in particular, wheth-
er it manifests global invariance or local gauge invari-
ance of the second, third, fourth, etc. , kind) and the
space-time dimension of the system. In. Sec. IV. D we
discuss three theories of physical interest, the d= 3 g-
y model and the d= 3 and 4 U(l) lattice gauge theories.
We use their representations in terms of their topo-
logical excitations to give a qualitative description of
their phase properties, and we argue that the onset of
disorder in these theories (as in the d-2 g-y model) can
be understood as being due to a condensation of topo-
logical excitations into something like a plasma phase.
Jn the final section of the review, Sec. V, we briefly
touch on several topics involving duality, but not cov-
ered in the previous chapters. These include the lat-
tice Abelian Higgs model and related models, duality
for Abelian random systems, topological excitations
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for Z, and Z~ symmetric theories, Abelian duality in
the lattice Hamiltonian formalism, duality in the con-
tinuum, and a discussion of approaches to duality for
non-Abelian theories.

B. Guide to the literature

For the convenience of the reader and to correct pos-
sible lapses in referencing in the body of the review,
I present a list of references organized according to
topic. The reader should be aware that since some pa-
pers overlap several categories, there is some arbi. -
trariness in their classification. This also seems like
a good time to extend my apologies to those authors to
whose works, through my ignorance or oversight, I
have failed to refer. . Sorry folks.
Duality for Z, symmetric systems: Balian et al. (1975);

Horn and Yankielowicz (1979); Kadanoff and Ceva
(1971); Kramers and Wannier (1941); Wegner (1971)

Z~ symmetric theories: Cardy (1979); Casher (1978);
Elitzur et ~l. (1979); Einhorn, Savit, and Rabinovici
(1979); Horn et al. (1979); Korthes-Altes (1978);
Savit (1980); Ukawa et al. (1979); Wegner (]973);
Yoneya (1978)

Duality and the two-dimensional x-y model: Berezinskii
(1970,1972); Chui and Weeks (1976); Jose et al.
(1977); Kosterlitz and Thouless (1973); Luther and
Scalapino (1977); Savit (1978); Villain (1975)

Abelian Higgs model: Banks and Rabinovici (1979);
Einhorn and Savit (1978,1979); Fradkin and Shenker
(1979); Israel and Nappi (1979); Jones, Kogut, and
Sinclair (1979); P cskin (1978)

Other U(l) invariant theories: Banks et al. (1977);
Glimm and Jaffe (1977); Polyakov (1975,1977); Savit
(1977a, 1978); Stone and Thomas (1978); Sugamoto
(1979)

Duality and Hamiltonian lattice formulations: Fradkin
and Susskind (1978); Green (1978)

Duality and other Abelian theories: Drouffe (1978);
Fradkin, Huberman, and Shenker (1978); Jose (1978);
Ka,danoff (1978); Mittag and Stephen (1971)

Duality for non-Abelian theories: Bellisard (1978);
Drouffe et al. (1979); Englert and Windey (1978);
Goddard et al. (1977); Halpern (1979); 't Hooft (1978,
1979); Kazama and Savit (1979); Mandlestam (1978);
Montonen and Olive (1977); Seo et al. (1979)
In addition, four other reviews in the literature con-

tain material related to our subject. First, the review
of Syozi (1972) on exact Ising model transformations in-
cludes some discussion of duality transformations on
lattices other than simple square or cubic. Next, the
monograph by Gruber et al. (1977) contains an exten-
sive discussion of duality, especially as applied to
certain generalizations of the Ising model, such as the
Potts models, the Askin-Teller model, and models on
other than square lattices. Third, the paper by God-
dard and Olive (1977) is an excellent pedagogical re-
view of monopoles in the sense of Dirac, 'i Hooft,
Polyakov, and others. Finally, the recent review of
Kogut (1979) on lattice spin and gauge theories includes
some discussions of duality, particularly in the Hamil-
tonian formalism.

II. CASE OF THE Z2 SYMMETRY

A. Two-dimensional Ising modeI

1. Dua I ity transformation

The simplest nontrivial theory with which to illus-
trate duality transformations is the two-dimensional
Ising model on a square lattice. The dual properties
of this model were originally discussed by Kramers
and Wannier (Kramers and Wannier, 1941). We will
give a fairly detailed treatment of this model, since
many of its features will find their counterparts in
other theories we shall discuss.

Suppose we have a two-dimensional square lattice.
On each site of the lattice, labeled by a pair of inte-
gers, i= (i„,i ), we place a variable (or spin) s, which
can take on the values + l. (For simplicity, we will
usually drop the vector symbol on the site index i.)
The Hamiltonian of the system is

(2.1)

where ( ) denotes a sum over all nearest neighbor
pairs, and J' is the coupling strength. J positive (nega-
tive) is a ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) coupling.
This system possesses a global Z, symmetry: H is in-
variant under a change in the sign of all the s, The
partition function of this system is

(2.2)

where (s) denotes a sum over all spin configurations,
and P= JlkT, with 0 being Boltzmann's constant and T
being the temperature. ' Unless otherwise stated, we
will consider the ferromagnetic case, P ~ 0. (For the
moment we need not worry about the boundary condj. —

tions, but one may suppose that we have spherical
boundary conditions. )

The first step in performing the duality transforma-
tion is to. rewrite Eg. (2.2) in the form

(2.3a)

= Q, 'i Q C,(P)(s, s,)",
fs) & & a=o

(2.3b)

'The expression (2.2) can also be regarded as a generating
functional for a field theory in two Euclidean space-time di-
mensions. In that case, H/kT plays the role of the Lagran-
gian and the global Z2 symmetry is a symmetry of the Lagran-
gian. We shall refer again to this correspondence below.

C,(P) = coshP, C,(P) = sinhP.

In Eq. (2.3a) we have just rewritten the exponential of
the sum over pairs in Eq. (2.2) as a product over pairs
of the exponential. In Eg. (2.3b) we introduce a new set
of variables, {k), one for each nearest neighbor pair
to rewrite Eq. (2.3a) in the form indicated. Since there
is one variable, 0, associated with each link of the lat-
tice, any given P can be labeled by a position and a
direction k .„where p, = 1, 2 and i labels the position
in the lattice. (By convention, a given link belongs to
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FIG. l. Two-dimensional
square lattice showing the
location of the k„.„.used in
the duality transformation.

the site at its left or lower end. ) Hence the k 's form
a vector field over the lattice, as shown in Fig. 1.

We now rearrange the product in Eq. (2.3b) so that all
factors of s,. associated with a given site are grouped
together. We have

k . .= —,'(1 —o, o,. ~), p, & v . (2.5)

(Remember that the site label on k refers to a site of
the original lattice, while the site label on 0 refers to
the corresponding site of the dual lattice. ) Labeling the
four dual sites which surround a given site of the origi-

Z=QQ„, C, (P) (s,)
«si ~a~ r

C (p), .Q (s,.) I'~
{A) S

C„(P) 25, (Z;k ) ~

(o) r

The product over I (links) is a product of all the
C„(p), there being one C~ (p) associated with each link
of the lattice. The product over i is a product over all
sites of the lattice, and the notation +Ik means the
following: there are four links which impinge on each
site of the lattice. g;k„ is the sum of the four k&'s
associated with those four links. Finally, 5~(n) is a
Kronecker delta function mod 2: it is zero if n is odd
and one if n is even.

We now wish to find a representation for the 0
which automatically satisfies the 5 functions in Eq.
(2.4). To do this, imagine constructing a new lattice
from the original one by placing a vertex of the new lat-
tice in the center of each square of the original lattice.
Connecting nearest-neighbor pairs of the new lattice by
links we see that we have constructed a new square lat-
tice displaced from the originial lattice by half a lattice
spacing in each direction. This is the dual lattice.
(Note that if we repeat. the process we get back the or-
iginal lattice. ) Now, we associate a variable o,. taking
on values +1 with each site of the dual lattice. Looking
at Fig. 2, we see that to each link of the original lat-
tice, we can uniquely associate a pair of o,.'s, namely,
those that lie at the ends of the dual lattice link which
crosses the given link of the original lattice. So, we
can write each k . , in the form

nal lattice by 1 through 4, we have

1Z k = 2 —2(o'go 2+ 0'20'3+ o30@+'vgo'g) p (2.6)

which is even for any set of (oI=+1). We must also
show that the representation (2.5) is necessary; i.e. ,
that-any set of the k 's satisfying the 5 functions in Eq.
(2.4) can be written, in the form (2.5). This can be done
by writing k =2(1+e'~u), with L, =0, IT. Then the 5
function can be regarded as a condition enforcing di-
vergencelessness of the L, and the representation
(2.5) becomes the statement that I.„may be written as
a curl. [Actually, Eq. (2.5) is necessary only up to a
sign; see below. ] An analogous proof will be carried
out more explicity when we discuss the Z~ and U(1)
symmetric theories.

Using Eq. (2.5) in Eq. (2.4), we can therefore drop
the 6 functions, and we have

Z=22"Q C(, )g (p)
(e} l&

~h~~~ N is the number of lattice sites (we will even-
tually take N-~), and the product over I, means a
product over links of the dual lattice, which is obvious-
ly the same as a product over links of the original lat-
tice since they are in a one-to-one correspondence.
Finally, the extra factor of —,

' appears in Eq. (2.7) since
we now sum over (o] rather than (k]. From Eq. (2.5)
it is clear that this counts each configuration of (k)
twice (i.e. , $oI]-$-OI) gives the same (k]).

From Eq. (2.3) it is easy to see that since k= 0, 1, the
C~(P) can be written in the form

(2.7)

C~(P) = coshP [1+k(tanhP —1)]
= coshP exp[kin tanhP]
= (coshP sinhP)'~ ' exp( —o,.o& ~ ln tanhP), (2.8)

where in the last line we have used expression (2.5) for
Inserting Eq. (2.8) in Eq. (2.7), we have

2 = —,'(2 snshP sinhP) "g sxp ——,
' in isnhP P a,.a)

(a}

= —'(sinhpp) p sxp PQ a,.s;.),
(fy}

(2.9)

where P= —~ lntanhP is the "dual inverse temperature, "
and the sum in the exponent is over nearest neighbor
pairs on the dual lattice.

Now, except for-an overall spin-independent factor,
Eq. (2.9) is in the form of a partition function for a.

system of Ising spins but at an inverse temperature P.
We note that P is a, monotonically decreasing function
of P (shown schematically in Fig. 3) so that the high-
temperature region of the original theory (2.2) is
mapped into the low-temperature region of its dual rep-

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional lattice (solid lines) and its dual
(dashed lines). The dual variables 0; sit on the sites of the
dual lattice.

FIG. 3. Graph showing,
schematically, the dual
inverse temperature P as
a function of P.
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P, = ——,
' lntanhP, = P, . (2.11)

This ls q
Ln fact~ the crltlcal point of the two-dimen-

sional Ising model. If the model had had more than one
critical point, Eq. (2.10) would not have determined all
their values, but would have determined relations be-
tween pairs of critical points.

2. interpretation of the dual variables and disorder
correlation functions

How are we to interpret the 0,.'s that appear in Eq.
(2.9)? We recall that the two-dimensional Ising model
has two phases as a function of P. At low temperatures
(P&P,}, the spins tend to point in the same direction
and the order parameter defined by

s

(s,.)= l'sa lag e (possess+ g ps as) (2.12)

is nonzero. At high temperatures, on the other hand
(P&P ), (s,.)= 0. Because this model has only two
phases and i.s self-dual, the situation for the g,.'s i:s
precisely the reverse. Defining (o,.) using the dual rep-
resentation (2.9) in a way analogous to Eq. (2.12), we
find that for p& p„when (s,)eO, (o,.)= 0, and for p& p,
when (s,.)= 0, (o,) eO. (o,.) is therefore a disorder pa-
rameter —at very high temperatures, when any config-
uration of the (s,.}is almost equally likely, most con-
figuration of the (o,.}'s are relatively unlikely, and the

resentation (2.9). This interchange of high and low
temperatures (or, in the language of field theory, large
and small coupling constants) as we go from the origi-
nal theory to its dual is a general feature of the duality
transformation, and is one of the properti. es that makes
it so intriguing and so useful. Typically, one is able to
perform some sort of perturbation theory when some
parameter of the theory is small. In field theory it is
the coupling xconstant. In the Ising model, we can do a
high-temperature expansion when P is small. However,
such a procedure may break down when the parameter
gets too large. But since the duality transformation re-
verses the role of high and low temperatures, we can
easily compute low-temperature properties of the Ising
model by performing a high-temperature expansion in
P using Eq. (2.9).

Another interesting property of Eq. (2.9) is that is has
the same functional form a.s Eq. (2.2); that is, the dual
of the two-dimensional Ising model is also a two-di-
mensional Ising model. As we shall see, this property
of self-duality is not a general feature of duality trans-
formations, but occurs only for certain theories. In
the present example, self-duality has the following
simple consequence: Consider the free energy of the
two-dimensional Ising model, Pg p) = lim ~„(I/K)
lnZ(P), with Z defined in Eq. (2.2) for a lattice of K
sites. Using Eq. (2.9), we have

P gP}= —sinh2P+ Jl'l(P) . .(2.10)

This is evidently a fairly strong restriction on the be-
havior of the free energy. For instance, let us suppose
that Fz(P) has only one point of nonanalyticity as a
function of P. Then, since P(P) is a monotonically de-
creasing- function, the singularity must occur at the value

&y, o .. . exp(Pv p~)
{c}

1

C~ v,.(y
{Iy}

where the C» are given in Eq. (2.3) and we remind the
reader that the sums and products are over pairs on
the dual lattice, and ) and m are two sites of the dual
lattice. Collecting together all factors of a given g„
we rewrite Eq. (2.14) as

(2.14)

x 5, (Q,.g), (2.15)

where the prime on the last. product denotes a product
over all dual sites except l and m.

Now, if we choose the represention analogous to Eq.
(2.5) (with o,. replaced by s,.) we will not satisfy all the

cr, 's all tend to point in the same direction. It is impor-
tant to stress that there is no simple one to one corre-
spondence between configurations of the (s,}'s and con-
figurations of the {o,}'s. Bather, as in an ordinary
Fourier transform, one must in general sum over all
configurations of g's to produce a configuration of the
cr's. Indeed, looking back to the derivation of Eq. (2.9),
we see in Eq. (2.4) that it is the sum over all the s's
which produces the 5 functions which make the intro-
duction of the v, 's in Eq. (2.5) useful. Roughly speak-
ing, one can say that when two nearest-neighbor s, 's
are equally likely to point in the same or opposite di-
rections (P small), the o, 's which are connected by the
dual link which crosses the link between, the two s,.'s
will point in the same direction, whereas when the two
s,.'s are lined up, the corresponding 0, 's are with
nearly equal probability aligned or misaligned. This
statement is not precise because all the spins on the
lattice are coupled, but it is a useful hueristic picture.

To gain some further insight into the meaning of the
dual variables, it is instructive to calculate the disor-
der-disorder correlation function (o,&x ), and express
it in terms of the original spin variables by performing
the duality transformation on the dual system defined
by Eq. (2.9). Since P= P (i.e. , ——,

' IntanhP
= ——,

' lntanh(- —,
' lntanhP) = P), it should be clear that if

we perform the duality transformation (2.3)-(2.8) on
the expression (2.9), we will just be led back to Eq.
(2.2). But now we wish to perform the same operation
on the obj ect

(a,a )=Pa,a„exp Pga, as +exp Pga,.as).
{~y } ) {(y}

(2.13)
Since we know that the denominator just transforms
into something proportional to Eq. (2.2), it is enough
to apply the duality transformation to the numerator.

As in Eq. (2.3), we first rewrite the numerator

SS, =g a, a exp pea, es)
{cr}

Rev. Mod. Phys. , Vol. 52, No. 2, Part I, April 1980
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5 functions in Eq. (2.15), in particular the ones asso-
ciated with sites E and m. To construct a satisfactory
representation for the k's we draw an arbitrary line L
along the dual lattice between I and m as in Fig. 4. We
then choose the following representation for the Q's:

k„, , =-,'(I —s,.s,,-„), k~. , gL

k . , cL.

(2.16a)

(2.16b)

FIG. 4. Disorder-disorder correlation function for the d = 2
Ising model. The bonds associated with the wiggly lattice
links are antiferromagnetic in Eq. (2.17).

That is, for each dual link not along the line connecting
I and m we choose the representation (2.15a) which is
analogous to Eq. (2.5), while for each 0 . , which lies
on L we choose Eq. (2.16b). As in Eq. (2.5), the z, 's
are spins associated with the sites of the lattice dual to
the one in question —in this case, the original lattice
(2.2). It is easy to see that Eq. (2.16) satisfies all the
5 functions of Eq. (2.15). Inserting Eq. (2.16) in Eq.
(2.15) and recalling Eq. (2.8), we have

N, = —,'(sinh2P) «g exp P P,ss,), , ,. .
is)

(2.17)

Of course the ordinary Ising model ferromagnetic partition
function can also be written such that certain configurations
of the links are antiferromagnetic. The allowed configurations
of antiferromagnetic links are those that correspond in the
sense of Fig. 4 to closed paths on the dual lattice. Note that
this includes the configur ation with all -links antifel romagne-
tic .

where the sum in the exponent is over nearest-neighbor
pairs of the (original) lattice. P,, =+P for all lattice
links except for those links which intersect the dual
path connecting I and m (see Fig. 4). For those links,
P. = —P. Thus Kg Ls a partltlon function for an IslIlg
system with a certain specific mixture of ferromag-
netic and antiferromagnetic bonds, and (a,o ) is the
ratio of that partition function to the partition function
for the system with all ferromagnetic bonds. [This
result was also obtained in Kadanoff and Ceva (1971).]

There are several comments to be made about this
result. First we note that since the line chosen. to con-
nect l and m in Fig. 4 was arbitrary, there should be
an infinite number of choices of sets of P,.& which will
give the same result in Eq. (2.17). To see that this is
true, we note that Eq. (2.17) is invariant under the
combined operation of changing the definition of one
spin, s, , to -s, , and simultaneously changing the sign
of all the (four) P,, 's associated with the four links
which impinge on this spin. This corresponds to chang-
ing the path joining l and m as indicated in Fig. 5.
Thus the exponent in ~, has a restricted kind of local
Z, gauge invariance analogous to the local gauge invar-
iance of quantum electrodynamics. We shall have more
to say about gauge invariance later. ~

Next we observe from Figs. 4 and 5 that the product
of the signs of the P,, around any elementary square
(or plaquette) of the lattice is +1, except those that sur-
round the dual lattice sites l and m, where it is -l.
Let us imagine that the system described by the parti-
tion function N, , Eq. (2.17), is at a very low temper-
ature (P large) and let us ask how the spins tend to
point. Those connected by a ferromagnetic bond will

want to point in the same direction, while those con-
nected by an antiferromagnetic bond will want to point
in opposite directions. For the most part, the distri-
bution of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic bonds
is such that the spins easily lock into place when P» 1.
Consider, however, the plaquette surrounding site l in
Fig. 4. Start in the lower left-hand corner of this
plaquette and let the spin on this site point up. Because
of the ferromagnetic bond, the spin on iis right will
want to point up also, while the spin above that one mill
mant to point down due to the antiferromagnetic bond.
Continuing around the plaquette, counterclockwise, the
spin in the upper left-hand corner mill mant to point
down, and finally, we come back to our original spin
which now wants to point down, contrary to its original
assignment. This phenomenon occurs when there are
an odd number of antiferromagnetic links surrounding
a plaquette and is called frustration (Edwards and
Anderson, 1975; Toulouse, 1977). C ertain materials,
notably spin glasses, can be modeled by spin systems
in which a thermal average over spins is performed
for a given distribution of antiferromagnetic bonds and
the free energies thus obtained are then averaged over
different distributions of antiferromagnetic bonds.
Because of the gauge invariance discussed above, it is
clear that different configurations of bonds give rise to
different free energies only if they have different dis-
tributions of frustrated plaquettes. It is also clear that
averages over all the ~-point disorder correlation func-
tions (o. o. o. ) should be related in certain models

$2 ~n
to the spin glass average free energy. In the simplest,
most primitive, version of the Edwards -A nderson mod-
el of a spin glass (Edwards and Anderson, 1975) we
consider an Ising model with a random distribution of
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings. Sup-
pose a given coupling can take on only two values and is
equally likely to be ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic,
independent of the values of the other couplings. The
free energy of a single sample of spin glass with a
fixed distr ibution of antif erromagnetic bonds is

I I

e ~ ~

I

FIG. 5. Gauge transformation under which Eq. (2.17) is in-
variant. This figure shows how the gauge transformation is
equivalent to a deformation of the path joining E and m in
Fig. 4.
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f(p)=F, (p)+In(s, s„)(p). (2.18a,)

y' (p) is the free energy of the usual Ising model with
all ferromagnetic bonds, and the spins in the yz-point
correlation function are associated with the dual lattice
sites which are located at the center of each frustrated
plaquette. A quantity of particular interest in spin
glass theory is the average of f(P) over all possible
configurations of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
bonds. Since there are -2~ configurations of different
bonds that have the same distribution of frustrated
plaquettes regardless of the distribution of these
plaquettes, this average free energy becomes (in the
simple case we are considering)

f(P)= —„P (eg exp (g Pss,.s,)
1

{Bg) {~&

1= F,(P) +—„Q Q In(s,. s,. )(P),
gy ~ ~ ~

where the sum over the correlation functions is a sum
first over all positions of the n spins (i~4i, ,) and then
a sum over all numbers of spins.

Finally, we note that the representation (2.1 t) is very
useful for calculating (a,a ) at low temperatures. Sup-
pose ~l —m

l
=L» 1 and let us im— agine that we choose

to have as few antifer'romagnetic P,.&'s as possible. It
is then easy to see (particularly if we imagine toroidal
boundary conditions) that the most important contribu-
tions to Eq. (2.1'I) will occur when there are only of
order L pairs of spins such that P,.&s,.s,. = -P. Hence,
we find

(2.18b)

(o go„)= N, „/Z - e '('~; P» 1 . (2.19)

Thus (o,o ) falls exponentially to zero precisely because
the original spin degrees of freedom are in a highly or-
dered state. From an.other point of view, we can say
that (o,o ) goes to zero exponentially when P is very
large because the 0 degrees of freedom think they are
at a high temperature (the dual temperature) and are
therefore in a very disordered state.

f((f= leg exp (I ((,, s s),
{s)

where P,, = + P. It is clear that there are many sets
(P,.z) which are related to each other by a redefinition.
of spins and links as discussed above. All these gauge
related configurations wiU give rise to the same f.
The property that gives rise to different values of f is
different distributions of frustrated plaquettes. Since
one associates a frustrated plaquette with the insertion
of a disorder variable on the corresponding dual lattice
site, it is clear that we can relate f(P) to some ~-point
disorder correlation function. But because the two-
dimensional Ising model is self-dual, these are re-
lated to the ~-point spin correlation functions. In par-
ticular,

two dimensions, the sum in the exponent runs over all
nearest-neighbor pairs on the lattice. In this case the
duality transformation will lead us to a, theory which is
much different than the one encountered in two dimen-
s1ons.

Proceeding Rs 1n the lRst subsectlonq we first wr1te

Z= g exp p P s,.s,. = g. ', exp(ps, .s&)
{s) {s}&"&'

1

= Q, .Q C,(P)(s,.s,),
with the C„(P) defined below Eq. (2.3). Collecting to-
gether all the factors of each s, , we have

(2.20)

(2.21)C, (P) 2a, (Z, k„).
{k) l g

This is similar to expression (2.4), but since there is
one k for each link of the lattice, k i8 a three vector
in the present case, p, running over the three lattice
directions. Furthermore, the sum Q,.k denotes here
a sum over the six k's associa, ted with the six links
which impinge on the site i.

To satisfy the 5 function in this case is slightly more
complicated than in two dimensions. First we define
the dual lattice by constructing another simple cubic
lattice which is displaced from our original lattice by
half a lattice spacing in each direction. Thus the ver-
tices of the dual lattice lie in the centers of the ele-
mentary cubes of the original lattice and vice versa.
In Fig. 6 we have drawn a piece of the dual lattice
interleaved with the original one. As we see from this
figure each link of the original lattice penetrates an
elementary two-dimensional face or plaquette of the
duRl lRttlce. We Rssoc1Rte with eRch 11nk of the dual
lattice a variable A . , which takes on values +1. Vfe
now write

k, = ~(l -A„.,A~. ,A„,„~A~, „„")

1 — Q„, p, w p, X,
duaL

plaau et't e

(2.22)

where the A„'s are those associated w ith the four dual
links which border the dual plaquette through which
the original link with which 0„., is associated passes.
(Note that the site and direction labels on k refer to the
original lattice while those on the Q's refer to the dual
lattice. ) As in two dimensions, the representation.
(2.22) is (up to a sign} both necessary and sufficient to
satisfy the 5 functions. To see that this representation

B. Three-dimensional Ising model and the Z2 gauge theory

1. Dual form of the three-dimensional Ising model

We now consider the Ising model defined by Eq. (2.2),
but on a three-dimensional simple cubic lattice. As in

FIG. 6. Piece of the three-dimensional simple cubic lattice
(solid lines) and its dual {dashed lines).
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for the k's does automatically satisfy the 5 functions in
Eq. (2.21) is easy. Note first that the sum is zero when
all the A.„'s are one, and second observe that since
each A.„appears in the expressions for two different
k's in a given sum, changing the value of any Q„
changes two 0's in the sum, each by one unit. Hence
the total sum is always even if it is even for any con-
figuration of A.„'s.

We now insert Eq. (2.22) in Eq. (2.21). Following the
development from Eq. (2.7) to Eq. (2.9) we have

= 2~(coshP sinhP)'~~ '

x g exp PQA„. ,)),, A„, ,. A, „.),{%{A)} P~
(2.23)

where the sum in the exponent i.s over all plaquettes on
the dual lattice, and P= ——,

' lntanhP, as in'Eq. (2.9).
Now, the sum over jk(A)} means that we are to sum
over all distinct sets of k„which can be obtained from
sets of A„via Eq. (2.22). Another way to say this is
that we are to sum over sets of Q„'s such that each dif-
ferent set of Q„'s produces a distinct set of the k 's.
As we shall nom show, not all sets of &„'s give dis-
tinct sets of P„'s. Thus summing blindly over all sets
of Q„'s could, in principle, produce an overcounting
problem.

Consider some set (A„}which produces, using Eq.
(2.22), a set (0 }. Now pick a site of the dual lattice
and change the sign of all the (six) A„'s which lie on the
six dual links attached to that site. Since each of the
12 dual plaquettes mhich have the chosen dual site as a
corner have had two of the Q„'s which lie on their edge
change sign, the k 's generated by Eq. (2.22) are un-
changed. Since this operation can be done independent-
ly at each dual lattice site, the, re are of the order of
2~ different configurations of the A„which generate the
same (k„}. Moreover, since the exponent in Eq. (2.23)
is only a function of (0 }, we see that the Hamiltonian
[or, if we think of Eq. (2.23) as describing a field the-
ory, the LagrangianJ is also invariant under the local
operation described in the last paragraph. Thus Eq.
(2.23) is a theory with a local gauge invariance. In
fact, the gauge invariance is very similar to the fam-
iliar gauge invariance of QED. To see this, we de-
fine T . , by

y t
Py i (2.24)

so that T„., = 0, m. The gauge symmetry described
above can also be expressed by saying that the La-
grangian is invariant under the operation

(2.25)

where the nearest-neighbor difference operator 4 is
defined by D g,.=—c,. —e,. -, and &, is an arbitrary scalar
defined on the sites of the lattice in question (in this
case the lattice dual to the original Ising model lat-
tice) taking on values 0 or»» on each site. If we iden-
tify T . , with the vector potential of QED and A,. with
the arbitrary gauge function, then Eq. (2.25) is the
familiar form of the local gauge inva. riance of that the-
ory. In ordinary @ED the vector potential and the gauge

where the prime on the sum means that, in principle,
we should choose a gauge, but it can usually be ig-
nored.

2. DuaI form of the three-dimensional Z2 gauge theory

Before describing some of the physical consequences
of Eq. (2.26), we want to demonstrate that, a,s in two
dimensions, applying the duality transformation to Eq.
(2.26) brings us back to the original theory (2.20). We
proceed in analogy with the development from Eq.
(2.20) to Eq. (2.23). We write Eq. (2.26) as

Z= 2 )"(sinh2p)'~)' g exp()8&„;;A)„.,A„...IA~. ..„")
{x}

1

= 2-""(sinh2P)'~~' g P "
C (P)

(x} {a}oJ ~

(2.27)

In the last line of Eq. (2.27), we have associated one
integer k„~. , with each plaquette of the dual latfice [i.e. ,
the lattice on which the gauge theory (2.26) is defined J.
To define a plaquette, me need two direction indices p
and X for its orientation, as mell as a site index i to tell
us where in the lattice it is. The C~()8) s are again
those that appear after Eq. (2.3b). Rearranging the fac-
tors in Eq. (2.27) we have

Z = 2-~~'(sinh2P)3~~'2-&g ", [C„(P)
(a} P&

1

I.[Z (&„..)»:v;;~. (2.28)

In Eq. (2.28) we have replaced Q&~» -2 ~g»», i.e. ,
me do an unrestricted sum over the Q„,, dividing out

function take on all real values, but in Eq. (2.25) these
values are restricted to be 0 and ~. Thus the group of
the local gauge symmetry of Eq. (2.23) is Z, rather
than B [or U(l), in the presence of matter fieldsJ as in
ordinary QED.

Now there are two ways to deal with the overcounting
problem in Eq. (2.23). The first is the usual procedure
of choosing a gauge. We shall discuss gauge choices
later in this secti.on, and again in. Sec. IV, so we shall
say no more about them here. Our second option is to
ignore the overcounting problem. This can certainly be
done in principle since, as is clear, the overcounting
is uniform; that is, by summing independently over all
A, we reproduce each distinct configuration of P 's
the same number of times (about 2 ), and so ignoring
the gauge problem just gives us an extra (P-indepen-
dent) factor in front of Eq. (2.23). Moreover, since Z,
is compact we get no extra infinities (except one over-
all infinity when N-~) when we ignore gauge fixing.
Thus we expect that the procedure of not fixing a gauge
mill still allow us to calculate finite values of gauge in-
variant quantities. (We also note that the procedure of
summing over all gauges gives zero when calculating
any non-gauge-invariant quantity. ) Thus we can write

Z=2 "~'(sinh2))) '+'p exp»)QA„, ,A, ,A„...A ...„.),{x} Pg

(2.26)
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the redundancy as discussed above. (Note that this pro-
cedure explicitly does not involve choosing a gauge. )
The symbol+„. P means a sum over all those 0„„..'s
which are associated with plaquettes which have as one
of their edges the link defined by lattice position z. and
direction p. In three dimensions this sum involves four
terms (see Fig. I).

Summing over the (A), Eq. (2.28) becomes

&=(2 sinhP)'~~'g i C (P) 2& (Z &)
(A) P ff

As before we seek a representation for the k„~. ,
which automatically satisfies the 5 functions in Eq.
(2.29). Let us denote the lattice on which the gauge
theory is defined by D. The lattice on which the origi-
nal Ising model (2.20) is defined we will call O. Now,
we construct the lattice which is dual to D by shifting
D by half a lattice spacing in each direction. Thi.s lat-
tice, 0', clearly coincides with O. We now note (Fig.
'I) that each plaquette of D is penetrated by a link of 0'.
With each site of 0', - we associate a spin x, , which can
take on values +1. We now use the representation

(2.29)

0„„., = —,'(1 r,r,.;-), p 4 v, X,

where the spins r are those that sit on the sites of 0'
joined by the link which penetrates the plaquette of D
with which k„~., is associated. The 5 functions in Eq.
(2.29) are automatically satisfied by Eq. (2.30). This
is because each r, appears twice in the sum Q„.,k, so
if this sum is even for any configuration of y s, it is
always even (see Fig. I). [As before, Eq. (2.30) is, up
to the sign in front of the xr term, both necessary and
sufficient to satisfy the 6 functions. j Inserting Eq.
(2.30) in Eq. (2.29), we find after a little algebra

(2.30)

z=gaxp pLr, r ),(~)
(2.31)

where the sum in the exponent runs over nearest-neigh-
bor pairs on O'. This is exactly Eq. (2.20), if we iden-
tify x,. —=s,. and the lattice 0'—= 0.

It is instruct'ive to carry out the transformation lead-
ing from Eq. (2.26) to Eq. (2.31) once again, but this
time paying attention to the prime on the sum over fA}
in Eq. (2.26) and explicitly choosing a gauge. There
are of course many ways to do this. Here we will per-
form the exercise choosing an axial gauge. Using ihe
freedom implied by the gauge transformation (2.25), it

k, +k„+k +k& ——even,

k, , + k, .+ k„+k, = even,

k, + k, .+ k + k„= even,

k„+k„.+ k~+ k~= even.

Adding these equations together, we find

k, +k~+k, +k„+k,.+ k, , +k, , +k~, =even.

(2.32)

(2.33)

Thus if the sum of k's about one ~, link is even, so is
the other.

Now, go to the face of the lattice which lies at the
positive end of the 3 axis. Concentrate on one site on
this face. Repeat the labeling procedure defined above
for this site. Since there is only one link in the 3 di-
rection coming into this site, the plaquettes labeled by
a', b', c' and d' are absent. Hence, we find the analog
of Eq. (2.33) for this site is

is easy to see that we can set all the A„.,'s associated
with all the links pointing in, say, the 3 direction equal
to one. Now, let us suppose that our lattice has open
edge. boundary conditions, so that it is a cube with an
A„., associated with all the links, even those on the
boundary. (These are the simplest boundary conditions
with whi. ch to demonstrate axial gauge. ) Then, going to
the face of the lattice which lies at the negative end of
the 3 axis, we can set all the &„., 's which point in the
2 direction and lie on this end face of the lattice equal
to one. Finally, we can go the edge of the lattice which
is the intersection of the faces at the negative ends of
the 3 and 2 axes, and set all the Q„., 's along this edge
(all of which point in the 1 direction) to one. The free-
dom to fix theA, , 's onaboundary face and theA, 's on a
boundary edge is just a reflection of the usual residual
gauge invariance which one encounters in axial gauge. In
Eq. (2.25) it corresponds to the fact that after setting all A~
equal to one, we can make additional gauge transforma-
tions with A,. which are independent of x, .

Having completely specified a gauge in this manner,
we must sum over all the remaining & ., 's. Now, for
each gauge fixed A,„,, we will be missing a 5 function
in Eq. (2.29). Let us concentrate on one site of the lat-
tice D. Not summing over Q, means that we have 5
functions associated only with four of the six links
which impinge on the site in question. There are four
plaquettes associated with each link in the 3 direction.
Label these by a, b, c, and d (for one link) and ~', b',
c', and d' for the other link. There remain another
four plaquettes which have the chosen site as a corner.
Label these u, P, y, and 5. It is then easy to see that
the four 5 functions obtained by summing over the four
unconstrained Q„'s imply

k, + k~+ k, + k„= even, at the positive g,
face of the lattice. (2.34)

FIG. 7. Four plaquettes impinging on a lattice link in the
d= 3 Z2 lattice gauge theory. The dashed lines are links of
the lattice which is dual to this lattice. Ising spins are asso-
ciated with the sites of the lattice to which the dashed links
belong.

Using Eqs. (2.34) and (2.33) applied to a la.ttice site one
layer in from the lattice edge, we find that k, + k~+ k,
+ k~ is even for both links in the 3 direction which im-
pinge on this site. Continuing in the same way we find
that the sum of the k's around every lattice link in the 3
direction is even. Similar, but simpler arguments
can be used to show that the gauge fixed links (in the 2
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and 1 directions) on the lattice boundaries also have the
sum of k's associated with the plaquettes which impinge
on them equal to an even integer. Thus, all the infor-
mation contained in the (overcomplete) set of 6 func-
tions in Eq. (2.29) is implicitly contained in the smaller
set of 5 functions which we get when we fix a gauge.
Proceeding with this derivation, we find that the nu-
merical factors (i.e. , factors of 2 ) work out just right
(as they must) to give the result identical to Eq. (2.31).

3. Correlation functions

The equivalence between three-dimensional spin and
gauge systems is very intriguing. To help us under-
stand this equivalence better, it is useful to write the
expression for spin-spin correlation functions in terms
of the gauge theory representation, and to write a
gauge field correlation function in terms of the spin
variables.

We begin by applying the duality transformation to
the three-dimensional Ising model spin-spin correla-
tion function:

(s„s )=P s„s exp pE s,. ss g exp pg s,.ss).
{s} (s}

(2.35)

The denominator of Eq. (2.35) just transforms into
the pa, rtition function for the gauge theory, Eq. (2.26),
so we only need consider the duality transformation ap-
plied to the numerator of Eq. (2.35). Rewriting this
expression in the by now familiar way, we have

SS„=Qs„s„exp pcs,. s,.)(s}

= g s„s ' exp(Ps,.sz)
{s}

= Q s„s ',
I, Q Cj,(P)(s,. s~)'

{s}

= Q ', , C,(P) Q s„s (s,) c p'
{A} l {s} i

the steps leading from Eq. (2.21) to Eq. (2.23), we ar-
rive at the expression

= 2 ~ '(sinh2P)'~~'
n, m

xQ exp j)+ e „, , A„„, , A, , , A„, ,.; A...,„-),
(A} P~

(2.38)

't

where q„~. , equals -jL for all those dual plaquettes pen-
etrated by links which lie in I, Eq. (2.37a), and equals
+1 otherwise. Thus

(s„s ) = exp p Q g„~. ,A„,A~, ,A„.„fA~, „„-
(A}

-1
x g exp p gA„. ,A~. ,A„.„fA~. , „- (2.39)

P~

and is the ratio of two gauge theory partition functions
which differ only in that some of the complings of the
partition function in the numerator are "antiferromag-
netic. "

This result is reminiscent of the form we obtained
for the disorder-disorder correlation function in terms
of the original degrees of freedom in the d= 2 Ising
model. Indeed, many of the comments we made in con-
nection with expression (2.17) have their counterpart
here. In particular, since the line, L, defined in Eq.
(2.37) is arbitrary, the set of dual plaquettes for which
g, , = -1 is not unique, and can be changed by a redef-
inition of some of the &„'s, analogous to the argument
presented in the paragraphs following Eq. (2.17).

We now want to write a gauge field correlation func-
tion in terms of the Ising model spin variables. We
note first that a simple correlation function such as
A„. ,A.„. is not gauge invariant and so is not a mean-
ingful quantity to calculate. We could compute

is gauge invariant, but a more interesting object to
examine is the 'Wilson loop" (Wilson, 1974)

= 2sp C„(P)6,'(1++„p)
(a}- Y

x 62 (1+Q p), 52(Z; k),
iAn, nt

(2.36)

A„,exp(l) gG„., g' exp(j) g G„.,),{A} c Pd {A} Pg

(2.40)
where there is one k . , associated with each link of the
lattice. We can satisfy the 5 functions by choosing the
following representations for the k . ,: we draw an ar-
bitrary line along the lattice connecting the two sites l
and ypz. For each k associated with a link which lies on
this line we write

where the product II, denotes a product around some
closed curve e. That this is gauge invariant can easily
be seen by observing that

(2.41)

(2.37a)

while for each k associated with a link which is not on
this line, we write

k . , =2 (1 —A, . ,A~, ,A„., fA~. „„-), k, , gl (2.37b)

where the Q„'s are associated with the links of the dual
lattice as described earlier in this section.

We can now use Eq. (2.37) in Eq. (2.36) and, following

where p, is a product over all plaquettes which lie on
any two-dimensional surface bounded by the curve c.
Since G „,is gauge invariant, so is the left-hand side
of Eq. (2.41).

Now, the denominator of Eq. (2.40) is just propor-
tional to Z, so under duality it will be transformed (up
to overall spin-independent factors) into expression
(2.20). To transform the numerator, we write
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N, = g A„., exp P gG„, , = P 4,. , QC~(38)(G,~. ,)
{A} c Pg {A) c Py

2 ~g C (P), 25,(Q, . , P), , 25 (I++„., p) .
{n} S„S„jr c

while for k„„cg, we have

k„„., = —(21+ r, r....); "XW p, v (A, c t) . (2.43b)

Equation (2.43a) is the same as Eq. (2.30). The r, 's.
sit on the sites of the lattice 0', which is dual to the
gauge theory lattice D, and take on the values +1. That
this representation satisfies all the 5 functions in Eq.
(2.42) can be seen by noting that in all of the sums
Q„.P except those on c there are an even number (eith-
er zero or two) of the k's which have the representa-
tion (2.43b). Thus these sums are always even. On the
other hand, each sum Q„.,k on c has exactly one k rep-
resented by Eq. (2.43b), and these sums are therefore
0cici.

Using Eq. (2.43) in Eq. (2.42) and using expression
(2.8) for C~(P) we find

anci

~.-g exp(g o„r,r,.) (2.44)

F, =g exp(P @PE) g ,.exp(PQ r,.r ) (245)
{~) & ) {r)

In Eq. (2.44) we have dropped over all x-independent
factors (these factors cancel in the expression for I",).
P,.&

-—+P for all links except those which penetrate
the (dual) plaquettes which lie on f, . For those
links, P,.z= -P. As with other correlation functions
we have studied this one too can be represented
as a ratio of partition functions for systems with dif-
ferent distributions of ferromagnetic and antiferromag-
netic bonds. In this case, the antiferromagnetic bonds
of the numerator are associated with and normal to an
open two-dimensional surface embedcied in the three-
dimensional lattice. Since the surface was arbitrary
(except for its boundary) we should be able to change
the distribution of antiferromagnetic bonds in Eq. (2.44)
consistent with this arbitrariness. This can be done,
as pictured in Fig. 8, by changing the sign of a spin on
some site and simultaneously changing the sign of all
six P,.~'s which are connected to this site. If we choose
a site coupled to one of the links passing through f (as
in Fig. 8) this operation just corresponds to producing
a small dimplelike deformation of g.

4. Comments

There are several aspects of the equivalence between
the three-dimensional Ising model and the three-di-

We now seek a representation for the k „,'s which will
satisfy the 5 functions in Eq. (2.42). To do this we first
choose an arbitrary two-dimensional surface on the
gauge theory lattice which is bounded by the curve c.
Call this surface t. Then, for each 0 „gt, we write

(2.43a)

(2.42)

I

mensional Z, gauge theory that deserve to be stressed.
First, remembering that the duality transformation
maps high temperatures into low temperatures of the
dual theory, we are led to the conclusion that the high-
temperature region of the d= 3 Ising model is most
simply described in terms of the gauge degrees of free-
dom of the dual form. This is really quite remarkable.
The high-temperature, disordered region of the d= 3
Ising model behaves as if it were a very cool gauge
theory. Of course the converse is also true: the high-
temperature region of the Z, gauge theory behaves as
if it were a very low-temperature Ising model. It is
also important to stress another feature of this three-
dimensional duality transformation; namely, we can
transform the gauge theory into a theory with no gauge
invariance zgithout choosing a gauge. The set of vari-
ables of the Ising model is a complete set of variables
which replaces the gauge potentials. One might hope
that some such transformation could be effected for
the gauge theory known as quantum chromodynamics
(QCD). This theory is the leading contender for a the-
ory of the strong interactions, and has interactions
which are invariant under a gauge symmetry. On the
other hand, one. might suppose that the set of observed
hadrons constitutes a complete set of variables for the
description of the strong interactions. But there is ap-
parently no gauge principle (at least no obvious gauge
principle) that dictates directly the interactions be-
tween the hadrons. Is it possible that there is some
transformation, not unrelated to the duality transfor-
mation which takes us from the set of variables of QCD
to the set of observed hadrons? What we have in mind
here is a transformation which would invert the gauge
coupling constant g in the same way that duality trans-
formations invert the temperature in statistical sys-
tems, to produce a representation for the QCD vacuum
which is simple at large g. Because of the non-Abelian
nature of QCD it is not easy to perform duality trans-
formations in a simple way and so this question is a
difficult one. We shall return briefly to this problem
in Sec. V.

Finally, let us briefly describe the phase structure

FIG. 8. Gauge transformation under which Eq. (2.44) is in-
variant. The wiggly lines indicate the bonds which are antifer-
romagnetic. This gauge transformation corresponds to a de-
formation of the surface subtended by the Wilson loop, Eq.
(2.40), defined on the three-dimensional lattice dual to the one
in this figure.
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of the d= 3 Ising model and the qualitative behavior of
the spin and gauge correlation functions. We recall
thai the d= 3 Ising model has two phases. In the low-
temperature ordered phase (s,.)40, and in the high-
temperature disordered phase (s,.)= 0. Moreover, we
expect (s, s )-const (w0) as ~i/

—m
~

=x-~ in the low-
temperature phase, and (s, s )-e ~" as r-~ in the
high-temperature phase. (This latter behavior is very
easy to deduce by simply expanding the expression for
(s, s ) in powers of P.)

Now, since we can replace the set of Ising variables
(s]. by the set of gauge variables (&„], we might expect
that some correlation function of the gauge degrees
of freedom should have qualitatively different large dis-
tance behavior in the two phases. Consider, in particu-
lar, I', . Using Eq. (2.45), or Eq. (2.40), it is easy to
see that when p» 1 (which implies that p«1), I', -e '('~,

where & is the minimum area subtended by the curve c.
This can be seen in Eq. (2.40) by expanding the expo-
nents in powers of P and noting that after summing over
{&,], the lowest-order nonzero contribution to I', re-
quires that the entire surface subtended by c be filled
with factors of Q„, , Each factor costs one power of

p, so we have I', -(p)~-e 'i (p«l). In expression
(2.45), we note that since P»1, all the ~, connected by
ferromagnetic bonds will want to be aligned, while
those connected by antiferromagnetic bonds will want to
be misaligned. Suppose we have periodic or fixed edge
(i.e. , all r, =+1 on the. edges of the lattice) boundary
conditions. Then it is easy to see that the (of order A)
antiferromagnetic bonds in the numerator of Eq. (2.45)
will force a violation of the preferred spin alignment
for a number of near es t neighbor pairs of order A..
Hence for P» 1 the numerator is smaller than the de-
nominator by a factor of order e 't'~. So, in the low-
temperature Ising phase, P» 1 (which is the high-tem-
perature gauge theory phase P «1), I", falls like the
exponential of the area, enclosed by c. [This behavior is
often taken as a signal for quark confinement in lattice
gauge theories based on a non-Abelian group which are
thought to represent @CD (Wilson, 1974). However, the
criterion can only be taken literally in the absence of
quark fields as dynamical variables in the functional
integral. See the section on the Abelian Higgs model
for a clarificatory discussion. ]

The behavior of 1", in the high-temperature Ising
phase (P «1) could be obtained from the representation
(2.40) or the representation (2.45) by expanding in pow-
ers of P. The expectation is (Wegner, 1971; Balian et
a/. , 1975) that I, -e R~, where P is the perimeter of
the curve c and g is a function of P. This result can
be proven for sufficiently large )8 (Fontaine and Gruber,
1978; Gallavotti et a/. , 1978). Furthermore, it is pos-
sible to show that for P& P„«„„,I', does not decrease
as fast as an area law (i.e. , the coefficient of the area
in the exponent is zero) (Bricmont et ii/. , 1979). Thus
the phase transition in the d= 3 Z, lattice gauge theory
should be reflected in the qualitatively different as-
ymptotic behavior of X', in the two phases.

C. Quality for the four-dimensional Ising model

We now want to briefly describe the duality transfor-
mation for the Ising model in four dimensions. This is

a very useful exercise to do before discussing, in the
next section, the general pattern which duality trans-
formations follow.

Starting with the partition function of the d= 4 Ising
model

R=g exP Pgs,. ss),
{s}

(2.46)

we rewrite following the pattern developed in previous
sections:

e()piR& = Q Q C„(P)(S,. S,)'
{s} r n

Q. ...c„(p)Q, (s,)~ i'

(2.47)

—= 2(1 —Ap2 . ) 2 Vh +2 0'+ /i (2.48)

where the six L's that appear in Eq. (2.48) are asso-
ciated with the six faces of the elementary cube on D,
penetrated by the link on 0 with which jp„. , is asso-
ciated. Recall also that the orientation and site indices
of k refer to the lattice 0, while those on L and & re-
fer to the dual lattice D. It is now straightforward to
use Eq. (2.48) in the expression+, . k to see that the
sum of these eight k's is indeed even. As in two and
three dimensions, Eq. (2.48) is, up to the sign in front
of the L's, both necessary and sufficient to satisfy the
0 functions in Eq. (2.47). Using Eq. (2.48) in Eq. (2.47)
we readily find s

Z=2 (sieh2P) ' g exp PQR„,(I.)),{I} Cg

(2.49)

where A(L) is defined in Eq. (2.48). As in three di-
mensions this dual theory has a local gauge symmetry,
and the prime on the sum tells us that we must re-
strict oursleves to summing only over a subset of the
possible configuration of L's such that each configura-
tion summed over produces a distinct configuration of
A's [or, equivalently, of the k's through Eq. (2.48) ].
As in three dimensions, it will usually be possible to
neglect this prime and do an unrestricted sum over all
configurations of L's, so long as we remember that in
so doing we have (uniformly) overcounted.

Let us now examine the gauge symmetry of this the-

As before, we seek a representation for the k„'s
which automatically satisfy the 5 functions in Eq. (2.47).
To do this we construct the dual lattice D in four di-
mensions, obtained from the original lattice 0 by shift-
ing the lattice by half a lattice spacing in each direc-
tion. Applying a slight strain on the imagination, we
can see that each link of the original lattice penetrates
one elementary three-dimensional cube of the dual lat-
tice. Moreover this elementary cube is oriented ortho-
gonally to the link which penetrates it. (Recall, for
clarity, the situation in two and three dimensions. ) Let
us associate a spin L„„,, which takes on values +1
with each plaquette of the dual lattice. Then we choose
to represent the 4„'s in the form

/i . .=-,'(1-L . .I. . L .L . -r
(hs i P)(s i P(rs i )((2; i v)(; i+(2—v(2; i+I X(2;i+p)
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ory. 'From Eq. (2.48) we can see that (R] is invariant
under the following operation: choose a link of the dual
lattice D. Attached to this link, there are, in four di-
mensions, six plaquettes. We now reverse the sign of
each of the L„„'sassociated with these six plaquettes.
By Eq. (2.48) we see that this operation changes the
signs of exactly two of the L, 's in the expression for
each R which has the chosen link as one of its edges.
Thus the R's remain unchanged. This gauge symmetry
is of a "higher" kind than the one present in the three-
dimensional gauge theory of the previous subsection.
If we write, in analogy with Eq. (2.24),

(2.50)

with Q „..= 0, w, then the gauge symmetry just dis-
cussed can be described by saying that the exponent of
Eq. (2.49) (the statistical mechanics Hamiltonian or the
field theory Lagrangian) is invariant under the opera-
tion'

(2.51)

Thus the arbitrary gauge function &„., is in this theory
a vector field while in the gauge theory which is dual
to the three-dimensional Ising model it is only a scalar
Isee Eq. (2.25)]. If, for comparison, we consider the
gauge theory of the last subsection in four dimensions
then we see the theory of Eq. (2.49) has many more
(four times as many) gauge degrees of freedom as does
Eq. (2.26).

We close this section with two comments. First, we
note that the gauge-invariant correlation functions of
the variables Q in Eq. (2.49) are defined on two-dimen-
sional surfaces embedded in the four-dimensional space
of the theory. In the absence of other fields coupled to
Q, these must be closed surfaces This is. just the ex-
tension of what occurred in the gauge theory studied in
the last subsection in which the gauge-invariant corre-
lation functions (the Wilson loop integral) were defined
on closed one-dimensional surfaces (closed loops).
Finally, we remark that the theory defined in Eq. (2.49)
has a gauge symmetry (2.51) similar to that of a theory
studied in a different context by Kalb and Ramond (Kalb
and Ramond, 1974). In the Kalb-Ramond theory the
symmetry group is U(1) rather than Z, in our case. In
their study, Kalb and Bamond found that the spectrum
of their theory was related to that of a theory with one
scalar boson field. We can understand this result
from our point of view by remembering that the Ising
model can be regarded as a lattice analog of a rela-
tivistic field theory of a single scalar field. Since Eq.
(2.49) and the Ising model in four dimensions are dual
to each other [it should be clear that applying the dual-
ity transformation to Eq. (2.49) we get back the Ising
model] their spectra are certainly related. In Sec. IV
we will discuss theories with a U(1) symmetry, one of
which is the U(1) analog of the Z, theory described

3A careful analysis of these theories indicates that the fields
(or spins) should be regarded as antisymmetric in their direc-
tion indices. Thus the gauge transformation should also be
antisymmetrized. We shall not explicitly concern ourselves
with this point here.

here, and is very closely related to the Kalb-Ramond
theory.

D. Fundamental structure of the duality transformation

In the preceding sections we have begun to see a
pattern emerge in the application of the duality trans-
formation to Ising models in varying dimension. Here
we will describe and generalize this pattern. Our dis-
cussion wi11. be in the context of theories with a Z3
symmetry, but the basic geometrical content of the
result will persist when we describe theories with
other symmetry groups.

To begin, we introduce the notion of a simplex. For
our purposes, we take a simplex of dimension s to be
an s-dimension element of our hypercubical lattice.
Thus a simplex of dimension zero is a vertex of the
lattice, a simplex of dimension one is a link -joining two
nearest neighbor vertices on the lattice, a simplex of
dimension 2 is an elementary face, or plaquette of the
lattice, a simplex of dimension 3 an elementary cube,
and so forth. Obviously, in. a d-dimensional lattice
there are simpl. ices of dimension s ~ d.

Let us next construct the lattice dual to our d-dimen-
sional hypercubical lattice, which, we recall, can be
done by shifting the lattice by half a lattice spacing, in
each direction. With a little thought, we can convince
ourselves that each simplex of dimension s, of the
original lattice, 0, is intersected by one simplex of
dimension s =d —s, of the dual lattice D. For example,
in three dimensions, each link of 0 is bisected by a
plaquette of D. Furthermore, each vertex of D (s =0)
lies at the center of an elementary cube of 0 (s =3),
and vice versa.

Now, we can define a hierarchy of theories with a Z2
symmetry, of which the Ising model is the simplest
member. A theory in this heirarchy can be labeled
by a simplex number s. The theory with simplex num-
ber s has a variable, or spin, which can take on values
+1 associated with each simplex of dimension s —t. in
the lattice. The variable, Q ... „.;, has s —1 direc-
tion labels since it takes that many directions to de-
fine the orientation of an (s —1)-dimensional simplex.
Now each simplex of dimension s is bordered by 2s
simplices of dimension s —1. The Hamiltonian (or
Lagrangian, in field theory language) is defined by
multiplying together the 2s variables Q, which border
each simplex of dimension, s, and- then summing over
all s -dimensional simplices of the lattice. Thus the
Ising model is the s = 1 theory, the lattice gauge theory
discussed in subsection B has simplex number s =2,
the dual theory of subsection C has s =3, etc. The
theories with s -2 have a local Z, gauge symmetry as
discussed for the dual theories in the last two sub-
sections. When s =1 (Ising model) the Z, symmetry
is global. As s increases the local gauge symmetry
becomes increasingly directional in that the gauge func-
tions have s —2 directional indices. Thus, for a given
dimension d, the number of dynamically independent
variables decreases as s increases. From simple
geometrical considerations it is clear that in d dimen-
sions we can only have theories with s «d; and, in
fact, one can easily use the gauge symmetry to show
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that the theory with s =d is trivial in that there are no
dynamical degrees of freedom, and the partition func-
tion is just a simple product of numerical (P-dependent)
factors. A simpl. e example is the case s =d =2. The
lack of dynamics in this case is just the analog in our
Z, symmetric gauge theory of the well known result that
there are no real photons in two-dimensional QED.
Finally we observe that in the theory with simplex
number s, the "natural" gauge invariant correlation
function is defined on a closed surface of dimension
s —1, as we found for the s =2 and 3 theories earlier.

From our treatment of the two-, and three- and four-
dimensional Ising models the following result shouM
be clear: the theory with simplex number s in d di-
mensions at an inverse temperature P is transformed
by a duality transformation into a theory in d dimen-
sions with simplex number s =d —s at an inverse tem-
perature P=-2 IntanhP. We will go through a proof of
this result in Sec. IV in the context of U(1) invariant
theories. It will be clear at that time that the proof
also applies to the special cases of Z~ symmetric
theories. For the moment we just want to note a few
of the implications of this result.

First, the theories with s = ~d are self-dual. The
most important examples of these are the two-dimen-
sional Ising model and the four-dimensional Z, gauge
theory (s=2). As we discussed for the d =2 Ising model,
if these theories have phase transitions the critical
points must al. l map into themselves under the trans-
formation P—P. Next we note that the critical be-
havior of a, theory must be reflected also in its dual.
We discussed an example of this for the d =3 Ising
model and its dual theory. In general. , we might expect
a phase transition in the simplex number s theory to
be signaled by different asymptotic behavior of the
gauge-invariant correlation function of that theory
above and below the critical point (if there is only one).
The kind of asymptotic behavior that is natural. to ex-
pect is that I e above the transition point and I'- e
below the transition temperature, where I" is a corre-
lation function of fields on simplices of dimension
s —1, defined in analogy with Eq. (2.40) and the dis-
cussion following Eg. (2.51). V is the (minimal) s-
dimensional volume enclosed by the fields defined in
I', and B is the (s —1)-dimensional surface area en-
closing V. (Note that the s=1 theory also obeys this
pattern if we recall that the boundary B in that case
consists of two points and does not grow as the sep-
aration between spins is increased. Thus (s,s,.) need
not approach zero asymptotically below T,.) Finally,
we refer to the comment made earlier that the theory
with s=d is trivial. This can be seen quite easily by
performing the duality transformation on these theor-
ies. The result is

(2.52)

there is no symmetry associated with Eel. (2.52) (for
fixed P); not even a global Z, symmetry. This is what
we expect, since decreasing simplex number means
decreasing symmetry.

Ill. ZN SYMMETRlC MODELS

A. introduction

Here we will study duality for theories with a Z~ sym-
metry. There are several reasons to be interested in
such theories. First, they are the simplest generaliza-
tions of the Z, symmetric theories discussed in the
last section. Since they have a richer set of possible
interactions, these theories provide us with some per-
spective on the structure of the Z, theories —in par-
ticular, a study of these theories will elucidate which
of the properties of duality transformations described
in the last section are peculiar to Z, symmetric theor-
ies, and which follow from the intrinsic geometrical
structure associated with duality. Next, these theories
are of great interest in the context of condensed matter
physics. The interactions present in a regular lattice
of atoms are usually symmetric though a finite rotation
which brings the lattice back into itself. In two di-
mensions this is just a, Z~ symmetry for some value of
N. Among the interesting systems where such forces
occur one may mention thin films of He4 on graphite,
and the general problem of melting in two dimensions
[see, for example, Halperin and Nelson, (1978) and
Jose et al. (1978]. Finally, gauge theories with a local
Z~ symmetry are of interest in the problem of quark
confinement. The reason is that the center of the group
SU(N), which is Zs, may be of particular importance in
determining whether an SU(N) gauge theory is confining
or not ('t Hooft, 1978, 1979).

Our plan in this section will be to examine in some
detail the duality transformation for ZN symmetric spin
models in two dimensions. In Sec. III.B we will look
first at the vector Potts model and a generalization
thereof which includes other types of Z„symmetric
nearest neighbor interactions. Then we will study
another model, the "Z~-Villain model, "which is
self-dual. This model is in the same universality class
as the vector Potts model (at least for d ~2) but is much
easier to analyze. After completing these studies, our
results can easily be extended to other Z~ models with
global and local symmetries in all. dimensions. This
will be done in Sec. III.C.

B. Two-dimensional Z~ spin systems

l. Vector Potts model

Consider a two-dimensional square lattice with a
complex phase, or spin e' " ' on each site of the
lattice. q can take on integer values 0, 1, 2, . . . , N —1.
The vector Potts model is defined by the Hamiltonian
(for a field theory, the Lagrangian)

The s s are just spins on the sites of the dual lattice
and Z is a partition function for a set of uncoupl. ed
Ising spins in an external magnetic field ~P. Note
that this theory has "interactions" defined only on the
sites of the lattice, and is therefore consistent with the
simplex number assignment s =d —s = 0. Furthermore,

where &„ is a discrete difference operator

+P,fi = 9'i —9'i-I"

(3.1)

(3.2)
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and the sum is over all nearest-neighbor pairs of the
lattice. The partition function for this theory is a sum
over all configurations of the system

N-y I

Z = exp cos —&„q&
2'

{a=p)
(3.3)

When N = 2, Eq. (3.3) is just the partition function of
the Ising model, Eq. (2.2), and when N- ~ Eq. (3.3)
can be rewritten as the partition function of the clas-
sical x-y model (see Sec. IV). It is also interesting
to note that when N = 4 the partition function (3.3) simply
reduces to the product of two mutually noninteracting
Ising models. For most N&4, however, such wonderful
simpl. ifications do not generally occur.

It is clear that for ¹4there are other Z~ symmetric
nearest neighbor interactions which can be written in
addition to the one appearing in Eq. (3.1). These are
just of the form

Bp cos[——(2'/N)& q;], (3.4)

Z = Q Q exp — —a,q; —27(j „, , (3 5)
( =p) (~ =-

where there is one integer j&., associated with each
link of the lattice, and the sum runs over all j&., from
-~ to ~. Because this model involves an additional
set of fields, its Hamiltonian can be expressed as a
function of the E1~ in Eq. (3.4) only after summing over
the auxiliary fields. But then the coefficients of the
Hp may be very complicated functions of (8. We shall
return to this model later.

Let us now turn our attention back to the vector Potts
model (3.3), and derive its dual form. First we note
that the argument of Eq. (3.3) can be expanded in a
Fourier series for the group Z~:

2 . 2Ãexp peoe —o„q = C ((()exp e —. po„q), ($.6)
u=p N

where the C~(P) are determined by inverting Eq. (3.6)
and using the completeness of the expansion, in the
usual way for Fourier transforms. Thus the C„(P) have
the form

C~(P)- Z exp Pco —L +& Lk-/2r . 2m

L=p
(3.7)

where P is an integer 1-P ~ ,'(N ——2). These are all the
simple nearest-neighbor Z~ symmetric interactions one
can write down without introducing additional fields.
For N =3 there is only the one term with P =1 (because
a rotation by —, m is equiva. lent to a rotation by ——',7(.)

There are several other models of common interest,
besides Eq. (3.3) whose Hamiltonians can be expressed
as a linear combination of the A~. The most famous
of these is the Potts model (Potts, 1952) (as distinct
from the vector Potts model) in which the energy as-
sociated with nearest neighbor spins is, say, E, if
the spins are aligned (i.e., if &„q; =0), and E, if the
spins are not aligned (b „q~ 40).

Another model, whose ZN symmetry is expressed by
the introduction of a set of auxiliary fields in the "Z„-
Villain model" [Casher, 1978; Elitzur et al. , 1979;
Cardy, 1978; Einhorn, Savit, and Babinovici, 1979;
Ukawa eI, al. , 1979). Its partition function has the form

which means that InC, (P) can be written

inC~(P) = Go(P) +G, (P) cos —k +G, (P) cos2 —k
27' 2 2g

G~y2cos 2r N k N even
G&„»g, cos " ' '[(2m/N)k], N odd.

~

~

I 2F
Z = ~ exp l3 eoe —O q,){.) && N ''

1 2m.„,exp icos —b„q;
(~~

'&")'

C, (P) exp e —"q., ;O.q;)
(o„) &

N

= Z. .. . [C „(P)(Zexp(-e —Zq;o.q„., )(0) & & {c)

= Z. ... [C, (P)]....N5~(~.k.., ;).{s}&

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

(3.9c)

(3.9d)

The form (3.9c) wa. s obtained from Eq. (3.9b) by per-
forming a summation by parts in the exponent. We
assume spherical boundary conditions, so there is no
surface term. In Eq. (3.9d), 6„ is a Kronecka 5 func-
tion mod N; i.e. , it restricts the argument to be N
times an integer.

We now seek a representation for the k ., which auto-
matically satisfies the 6 function in Eq. (3.9d). Since
we do not insist that~ k, = 0, one might think that the
required representations for the k .; would be rather
messy. However, we can define another set of vari-
ables k .;, which are equal to the k„'s modN, and
which satisfy b. k, = 0. From Eq. (3.8), we see that
changing k, , by an. integer multiple of N will leave
the C~'s, and hence Z, invariant. Thus, we wil. l be
able to replace the k~'s by the k„'s with impunity.

To define the k~'s we construct in the usual way the
dual lattice D from an original lattice 0 (see Fig. 2).
With each site of the dual lattice we associate a vari-
able, P;, that can take on values 0, 1, . . . , N —1. We
then define

(3.10)k„.g —c„„&„g;.
The indices on k refer to lattice 0, while those on

the right-hand side of Eq. (3.10) refer to lattice D.
Since Eq. (3.10) is of the form of a curl it follows (iff)
that & k„.; =0. Now, -(N —1) &0 ~N-1. It is easy,
however, to convince oneself that there is a one to one
correspondence between sets of k satisfying &„k„.; = 0
and sets of k; satisfying the 5 functions in Eq. (3.9d).
Consider, for instance, the example shown in Fig. 9
for N = 7. In Fig. 9(a) we have a distribution of k~'s
which satisfy &„k„=-7at the depicted lattice site.
In Fig. 9(b) we show the distribution of k„'s which sat-
isfy &„@~=0and which are equal mod 7 to the k's in
Fig. 9(a). In Fig. 9(b) we also show the values of Q(
which generate the required k„'s via Eq. (3.10). (The

s, of course, are defined only up to an overall con-
stant. )

Vfe can now substitute the k~'s defined through Eq.

(3.8)
We can now use these expressions in Eq. (3.3). We
have
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x = E sxp G,(p)+sos —x @,)
2m

S»y (0} l
d

(3.14)

k=5 4=o. P=-2
k=-2

(3.10) for the k„'s in Eq. (3.9d) and drop the 5 functions.
Equation (3.9d) then becomes, up to numerical con-
stants,

. .. exp lnC,
(e}& &

v i

exp G &
cos' —&„

t-p

Z sxS(QQG, ()))(s; s;,.-)'), (3.11)

where the first sum in the exponent is a sum over all
nearest-neighbor pairs on D, and the sum over t just
represents the expansion in Eq. (3.8). t~ is the
largest integer 2N or ~(N —1). In the la, st form we have
introduced the dual Z~ spin,

s ~ = cos ~, sin

There are several important features of this result.
First we note that both the original model and its dual
are Z~ symmetric, but the vector Potts model is not
self-dual. for general. ¹ We can, however, define the
more general theory whose Hamiltonian is a linear
combination of the interactions of the form (3.4). It
should be clear that some of the models so defined will
be self-dual. At the very least, the model which in-
cludes all terms of the form (3.4) will, for arbitrary
values of the coupling constants, generate a dual. theory
which also contains all terms of the form (3.4). Ex-
ceptions to these statements are the cases with N =3
and N =4 for which the vector Potts model is self-
dual. As noted earlier, when N =3 there is only one
independent Z~ symmetric interaction, while when N =4,
the vector Potts model reduces to a simpl. e product of
two Ising model. s.

Next, we note a very interesting feature of the behav-
ior of the G, ()8). From Eq. (3.7), we see that when
P» 1, we can approximate the sum by

2z -2m 2w

J=p
exp (6cos—L+i —LK =exp()3)+2 exp peos—

N N

and so

2mx cos—P+ ~ ~ ~ (3.12)

2Tf 2'
lnC„(P) = P+ 2 exp P cos ——1 cos —k + ~ ~ ~ .

gazoo N N

Hence, neglecting overall (P-dependent) factors

(s) ( I3)

FIG. 9. Example of the change of variables k~ —k~ for the
case M=7. In (a) A„k~= —7, while in (b) A„k =0. Shown also
in (b) are the values of p; which generate the k according to
Eq. (3.10). See the discussion following Eq. (3.9} for more de-
tails .

with G, (p)- 0 as p- ™.Thus, in the very low-temper-
ature limit the vector Potts model. is approximately
self-dual and, as expected, the dual temperature ap-
proaches infinity as the original temperature goes to
zero. It is a straightforward and interesting exercise
to generalize this observation to theories with other
kinds of Z~ symmetric interactions of the form (3.4).

Finally, we note that despite the increased number of
independent interactions, the underlying geometrical
relation between. the dual. theory and the original theory
still hoids. That is, all the interaction. s in Eq. (3.11)
are defined on a simplex of dimension one, and the Z„-
symmetry is global. According to the discussion in
Sec. II.D this is what we expect, since s =d —s =1 in
this ease. It should be clear that the entire geometric
discussion of that section can be carried over to Z~
symmetric theories, as long as we remember the
added complexity of several different kinds of inter-
actions. In Sec. III.C we will make this explicit, and
we will introduce theories with a local. Z~ symmetry.

2. "Zz-Villain modeI"

We turn now to the model described by the partition
function (3.5). To see that this model has a global
Z~ symmetry, we first observe that the Hamiltonian
is invariant under the operation q; —q; + l, where L is
an integer, independent of i. However, to make the
Hamiltonian truly Z„ invariant, we must also con-
sider transformations of the form

q; —q;+l+Nl;, (3.15)

qi —qi+NLi ~ jp;i —jp, ;i —&pLi ~ (3.17)

As stated above, once the f j„) is summed over we can
consider the logarithm of the argument of the sum over
(q) as an (effective) Hamiltonian. This effective Hamil-
tonian has a true global Z~ symmetry, Eq. (3.15). It
is the compactness of the group Z~ that is responsible
for the additional formal freedom to add NI; to any

q; without changing the Hamiltonian. On the other hand,
it is precisely this compactness that is responsible for
the local symmetry, Eq. (3.17), when Eq. (3.5) is con-
sidered as a function of both (q;) and (j~.;). Thus,
a theory with a global compact symmetry may in some

where I.; is an integer which may vary from site to site.
This is just the statement that in the Hamiltonian, qi
is only defined mod N. [It is clear, for example, that
the interactions (3.4) are invariant under this trans-
formation, since the cosine is periodic. ] In Eq. (3.5)
the j~, s are included to enforce this periodicity. The
transformation (3.15) just amounts to a. redefinition of
the j„s,

(3.16)

but since we must sum over all integer j~,, the
Hamiltonian, considered as a function of (q) after
summing over j„;is obviously unchanged. This can
be stated in another way: The exponent in Eq. (3.5)
is invariant under the local gauge symmetry operation
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sense be regarded as a theory with a local gauge sym-
metry. ~'5

There are several ways to approach the duality trans-
formation for Eq. (3.5). We will follow a path which is

most similar to the formal. ism we have encountered in
previous theories. %e begin by making use of the
comment in footnote 5. Being cavalier about overall
factors of infinity, we rewrite Eq. (3.5) as

g = ~ ~ exp ——~ —+~gg —2ÃJ~. ~{e=-&) Czq=-&) 2&& N

Dq exp ——&~qq 2n'g~ i +i 27rPfqi{P-~) {2 2 N

=(2zp) v
Z DqD7~ exp Z ——T'. . +i v„; A—„qq —2' ~ , +.&2';q;

{p) {g I

In Eq. (3.18b) we have used the Poisson summation identity

(3.18b)

(3.18c)

g 5(x-u)= g e ",
)- aaO P- a ao

(3.19)

where x is a continuous variable which in general, ranges over -~&x&~. The form (3.19) is introduced for
each q;, thereby turning the sum over q; into an integral over continuous q» times a sum over P;. In Eq. (3.18c)
we have introduced a continuous Fourier conjugate variable v „.; for each link of the lattice, and, to avoid con-
fusion, we have defined the number of lattice sites to be V. We now rearrange the terms in Eq. (3.18c) and we
sum by parts so that T~. ;&„q,—-q, &„v„.; (assuming spherical boundary conditions). We then have

1 2 . 2mZ =(2mp) "~ DT„Z Dq exp ——T';+iq; 2',. — a~T„.;——i2mj„;T„,;
{P) {g~)

=(pxp) x rre„~ exp ~- —e'„., -rpee, . ,j,. ; e exp, ——e )e
Cu) {i~k

=(2xp) "P P exp P ——r*, ].,[p 2epr ——e„.e, ;) .
Cp) 238 N

(3.20a)

(3.20c)

In Eq. (3.20b) we have performed the integral over
(q;) to give us a product of Dirac delta functions, one
for each site of the lattice. In Eq. (3.20c) we have used
the identity (3.19) to obseive that the sum over (j„.;}
just reduces the integral over continuous x„ to a sum
over integer v'„. The delta functions in Eq. (3.20c) may
thus be regarded as Kronecker delta functions.

We now seek a representation for v . ,- which auto-
matically satisfies the constraints in Eq. (3.20c). The
content of these delta functions is that 7„.; must be a
curl, modN. This can be expressed by writing

Cgv&v Qg -ÃCpvrv. a ~ (3.21a)

The p s are integer-valued fields associated with
the sites of the dual lattice, while the r„. s are integer
valued fields associated with the links of the dual lat-

4The local symmetry operation (3.17) resembles a local
gauge transformation for a system consisting of an Abelian
gauge field J'„. ; and a charge field whose "phase" is q;. In
Sec. IV we shall study the Abelian Higgs model after which
study the reader will be able to show that Eq. (3.18a) corres-
ponds to a discrete {Z ) Abelian Higgs model with a "scalar"
field of charge N, in which the coefficient of the discrete gauge
field kinetic energy term has been taken to zero.

0'~e might worry that adding NI; to q; will take q; out of its
range of definition. This is not really a problem though,
since we can formally extend —~ &q; &~ and imagine dividing
Z by the infinite number which counts the copies thereby
produced.

tice Inse.rting Eq. (3.2la) in the argument of the 5
function, we find that

Pi =-~f v&f &v, i ) (3.21b)

so that the integer p; is just the curl of the y, . s which
are associated with the links of the dual lattice which
surround the original lattice site i. Using Eq. (3.21a)
in Eq. (3.20c), we can replace the sums over P and T„
by summing over y and r„, and we can drop the 5
functions. The result is

~=(2.~)-" &
{C=-~) {r

2pxexp 8~2P ~ P P ll
—& y. —2m'

l~
(3.22)

where the sum in the exponent is over all links of the
dual lattice. As before, in going from Eq. (3.20c) to
Eq. (3.22) we have neglected overall uniform factors
of infinity. In particular, both Eqs. (3.18a) and (3.22)
include redundancies, not only in the infinite sum over
q, (y;), but also in the unconstrained sum over j
(x„.;). This can be seen easily from Eq. (3.21b). The
sum over x„.; should not, in principle, include sums
over configurations of ~, .; that differ only by a gradient,
since such configuration will produce the same con-
figurations of the P;. However, the over counting is
uniform, and so produces only a harmless multiplica-
tive infinity. The interested reader can check the
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veracity of these statements by redefining Eq. (3.18a)
to keep track of the redundancy and repeating the
steps from there to Eq. (3.22) with less abandon than
we have done.

Up to an overall P-dependent factor, Eq. (3.22) has
the same form a.s Eq. (3.18a) if we identify the dual
temperature as ~P =N'/8m'P. Thus the two-dimen-
sional Z„-Villain model is self-dual and possesses
the usua. l property that high- (low-) temperature re-
gions of the original theory get mapped monotonically
into low- (high-) temperature regions of the dual
theory. {It is also possible to construct a. similar
self -dual Z~ —symmetric model on a triangular lattice.
See Savit, 1980, for details. For a. very useful dis-
cussion of the self-duality of the Ising model on a tri-
angular lattice see Wegner, 1973, and the reviews of
Syozi, 1972, a,nd Gruber, et af. , 1977.)

The model (3.5) has sometimes been regarded as an
approximation to the vector Potts model, — Eq. (3.3),
especially at low temperatures. For large enough P
one might expect that important configurations in

Eq. (3.3) will be those for which all the & q; =0, +I
and those in Eq. (3.5) for which all b.„q =0, +I, modN.
Thus, up to overall. constants, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.3) could
well have the same behavior for large enough P. The
critical behavior of Eq. (3.5) has been studied (Elitzur
et al. , 1979; Cardy, 1978; Einhorn, Savit, and
Rabinovici, 1979; Ukawa et al. , 1979) and it has been
conjectured that Eqs. (3.3) and (3.5) have a similar
phase structure. In particular, for large enough
N (N ~ 5), Eq. (3.5) is expected to have three phases.
Since the model is self-dual, the two critical points
are related by the duality formula P, =N'/4n'P, . The
reader should consult the references above for more
details. In the next section we wil. l study the N- ~
limits of these models which a,re the classical x-y
model and its Villain approximation, respectively,
whose critical properties are also thought to resemble
each other.

I.et us now ask whether the Z„-Villain model in Eq.
(3.5) can be generalized to include other quadratic terms
which correspond to the H~ in Eq. (3.4) with P & l.
Such a theory shouM have a Hamiltonian with the
general. form

(3.23a)

The question is, what are the J~ 's which enforce the
required periodicity? First we recall. that all of the
terms in Eq. (3.4) are invariant under the iocal trans-
formation q; —q; +NL;, where L; is an integer-valued
scalar field defined on the l.attice sites. Suppose we
try to make Eq. (3.23a) invariant under this operation
by setting J ~ =J„ for all P (remembering that we must
sum over $ J,] in the partition function). It is clear that
this will not work. After transforming q; —q;+AL;, we
can shift J„ to cancel the extra factors of N in only
one of the terms in the sum over P in Eq. (3.23a); the
other quadratic terms will in general differ, and so
Eq. (3.23a) will not have the required periodicity. How-
ever, if we define J„—= P j~, where j~ is the same for
every term in Eq. (3.23a) and takes on all integral
values in the sum in the partition function, then it is

clear that each term in Eq. (3.23a) will be invariant
under the transformation q; —q; +NL; if we simulta-
neously transform j„.; —j~. ; —&~L;. Rewriting Eq.
(3.23a), we have

(3.23b)

This is precisely the same form as the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (3.5). Thus a straightforward attempt to generate
addition quadratic terms with periodicity associated
with a subgroup of Z~ degenerates immediately into the
form (3.5). This is related to the fact that Eq. {3.5)
[and Eq. (3.23)] are self-dual: The dual. form of the
vector Potts model involve s diff erent terms with
periodicity h'/p. But for the Z„-Villain model these
terms of would-be different periodicity are just pro-
portional to the original interaction resulting in the
model's self-duality.

C. Generalization to locally Z~ symmetric theories and to
arbitrary dimension

In both of the globally Z„symmetric models studied
in the last section the dual formulation possessed a
global Z„symmetry with interactions defined on the
1inks of the dual. lattice. Thus these two-dimensional
spin theories obey the geometrical pattern described
in Sec. II.D for Z, symmetric theories, namely, that
s =d —s = 2 —1 = 1, in this case. In the case of the
vector Potts model, we saw that the duality transforma-
tion will induce of order 2N different (linearly inde-
pendent) kinds of Z„symmetric interactions, but all of
them are defined on dual links. Here we will show that,
as in the case of a Z, symmetry, one can define a
heirarchy of locally Z~ invariant theories labeled by a
simplex number s. These theories and their duals
obey the general pattern described in Sec. II.D, namely,
s =d —s. The only difference here is that for each value
of s, there are of order ~N types of interactions; a
theory with simplex number s, which contains some or
al. l of these —,N interactions will, in general, have a
dual form which may contain all of the &N different
interactions, although each one will have simplex
number d —s. An exception to this are the Z~-Vill. ain
models which, because of their quadratic nature,
have dual forms which contain only quadratic Villain-
type interactions, as in the theory discussed in Sec.
III.B.2.

We turn now to a definition of the Z~ symmetric theo-
ries with s». In the next few paragraphs we shal. l
also state some of the results of the duality transfor-
mation. The transformation itself is a straightforward
generalization of what was done for the two-dimensional
Z~ spin theories, following the pattern developed for the
Z, symmetric theories discussed in the last section. '

We first discuss generalizations of theories with
cosine interactions (e.g. , the vector Potts model). To
generate an intera, ction with simplex number s, we

Any questions in regard to'these matters can be a'ddressed
to the author. Please include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope and $2 cash, check, or money order to cover the cost
of handling. Upon request responses will be sent in a plain
brown wrapper. No C.O.D. s.
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associate with each simplex of dimension s —1 (in a
d-dimensional lattice d ~s) a Z~ field:

Q„„... ., ; = exp[i (2s/N)q, ...~,; ], (3.24)

with q an integer, 0~q ~X —1. As in the Z, case, we
take a product of the 2s factors, Q, which lie on the 2s
simplices of dimension s —1 which bound a simplex of

I

dimension s. Since Eq. (3.24) is complex, we can
choose some of the Q's in the product to be complex
conjugated. Considering the boundary of the simplex
to be an oriented surface one can give a geometric
description of the rule dictating which Q's should be
complex conjugated. It is much easier, however, to
just write the general result. The interaction we seek
is just the real part of this product of 2s Q's and is

(1) 2nIP ...P . ) =COS, . .. GP, ~ ~ ~ P, 0. ~ ~ ~ ~d &0.'~ ~ ~ ~d 0 y ~ ~ ~ y gqy1 S ' ~(d $) I 1 s 1 d-s 1 d-s ' 1 s-1 1 s-1 =—cos —zc~q
N (3.25)

As pointed out earlier, this is not the only Z~ sym-
metric interaction of simplex number s which we can
write. The others, which are simple generalizations
of the terms (3.4), are

I"' = cso[(2 ps/N)cc&q],

p=1, 2, . . . , sNor a(N —1). (3.26)
Now we can construct a locally (for s & 1) Z„sym-

metric theory by summing an arbitrary linear combina-
tion of the terms (3.26) over all s-dimensional sim-
plices of the d-dimensional lattice, and then summing
the exponential of this sum over different configura-
tions of $q]. The partition function is

N-1
27rpz= g exP QQAeeec cckq) . (3.33)

(.=0~

Here the coefficients A~ are in general. arbitrary. ' But
if Z describes a statistical system in the usual way,
then the exponent in Eq. (3.27) shouM be -PH, and all
the A~ should be proportional to P. In analogy to the
Z, symmetric case, the exponent in Eq. (3.27) is in-
variant under a local gauge transformation of the
form'

n'
O'P, 1"~ P,~, , i —ql, "~ y.~, ; &

(3.28)~+&~ Lp1 1 2 ~ 1'

where L, is an integer-valued mod% gauge function as-
sociated with the simplices of dimension s —2 of the
lattice. As before, the prime on the sum over (q} in

Eq. (3.27) tells us that in principle we should sum only
over those sets of q's such that each set (q] gives a
distinct configuration of cc&q. That is, we should not
sum over gauge copies. But, as before, we can usually
ignore the prime so long as we remember that in so
doing we uniformly overcount distinct configurations of
cc&q.

The duality transformation for Eq. (3.27) proceeds
analogously to those we have already studied. One
writes the sum over simpliees in. the exponent as a
product over simplices of the exponentials. Perform-
ing a Fourier expansion for each simplex one expands
the exponential of the interaction in a series of the
form

N-1

P C exp Ck —cckq),
4=0

(3.29)

where k has s direction indices. Summing over the q's,

Note, though, that if the only nonzeroA&'s are those
for which JkN/p]is a set of comm. ensurate integers, the the-
ory no longer evidences a Zz symmetry, but only a Zz sym-
metry where M is the largest integer N/p.

one obta, ins a set of constraints on the k's which are
satisfied identically, if and only if the k's are param-
etrized in a specific form in terms of some set of
integers 3jk, which are naturally associated with sim-
plices of dimensions d —s —1 on the dual lattice. In-
serting this parametrization in the partition function,
one arrives at the dual form of Eq. (3.27) which is
(up to overall field independent factors)

N-1 e

Z = g '
exp ggapcos ee&&P

{0=0) p N

where

(3.30)

CC+Q Cp, o ~ ~ p, Z ~ ~ ~ ai Coi ~ q ~ Z P y ~ ~ ~ y1 d-S 1 S 1 ~ ~ ' 1 d-S-1

X hS kjkp

In Eq. (3.30), . the sum over p is from 1 to —,'N or
a(N —1) depending on whether N is even or odd. The
sum over s is a sum over all dual lattice simplices of
dimension s =d —s. The prime on the (qk] sum in-
dicates the necessity (in principle) to make a gauge
choice (unless s =0, 1) since the exponent in Eq. (3.30)
(and the representation for the k's in terms of the kP's)
is invariant under the local gauge transformation'

(3.31)

~"
1 d 1' 1 d 1'' y1 2 yd 1'

where G is an integer-valued mod% field associated
with the dual lattice simplices of dimension d -s —2.
Notice that the geometrical relation between Eqs. (3.27)
and (3.30) is precisely the same as that discovered
for the Z, symmetric theories in the last section. The
only difference is that one has several different kinds
of interactions over which to sum.

The coefficients B~ in Eq. (3.30) are functions of the
A~ in Eq. (3.27). Since we have come to expect duality
transformation to map high-temperature theories into
low-temperature theories and vice versa, it is inter-
esting to ask how the S~'s vary when the A.~'s are very
large. Suppose that A.~ = Pa~, and consider the limit
P- ~. Examining the Pourier expansion of Eq. (3.27),
one sees that in general in this limit, all the I3~'s tend
to zero like e ', where c is some function of the a~.
This is the expected behavior for the dual theory.

%Ye will describe now generalizations of the Z„-
Villain model discussed earlier. To define the (locally
invariant) interaction on a simplex of dimension s, we
again define fields on simplices of dimension s —1 as
in Eq. (3.28). In addition, we define a field J~,...~„.;
associated with each simplex of dimension s, which
can take on all integer vaIues from -~ to +~. The
Villain partition function is then
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P~ 2r 2

Z = ~ exp ——~ —cc&@+2'J
{q-p) (z- ~~) 2 s N (3.33)

IV. U (1) 8YMM ET R I C TH EO R I ES

A. Introduction

Here we will discuss duality transformations for
theories with an internal U(1) symmetry. The
simplest nontrivial model with such a symmetry is
the two-dimensional x-y model. This is the (appropri-
ately defined) N- ~ limit of the two-dimensional vector
Potts model described in Sec. III. In Sec. III.B we will
take up this model and show that it is dual in a certain ap-
proximation to the two-dimensional discrete Gaussian
model. We will then show that the model can also be written
as a two-dimensional Coulomb gas. With the help of
the Villain approximation introduced in the last sec-
tion, we will demonstrate that the charges in this
Coulomb gas can be understood as topological excita-
tions, or vortex penetrations of the original x-y model
spins. Thus we wil1. demonstrate that for this model,

As before the sum is oyer al.l simplices of dimension s.
The prime on the sum over (qj indicates the existence
of the local gauge symmetry of the form (3.28), which
leaves cc&q invariant. The prime on the sum over J
indicates the (usually harmless) redundancy involved
in summing over all J, as explained in the last section.
This redundancy just reflects the local. symmetry of
the exponent in Eq. (3.33) with respect to the operation
in which cc&q changes by N, and the corresponding J
changes by one. Note that this symmetry is of a higher
kind (i.e., more directional) than the one in Eq. (3.28),
since the arbitrary gauge function has s —1 rather than
s —2 direction indices. As we discussed for the global-
ly Z~ symmetric models this higher gauge symmetry in
Eq. (3.33) is necessary to ensure that Eq. (3.33), con-
sidered as a function of (q), is Zs symmetric with the
local gauge symmetry of Eq. (3.28).

The duality transformation for Eq. (3.33) is just a
straightforward generalization of what was done for
Eq. (3.18a). The result is that, up to overall field-
independent factors,

-N 2v 2"
Z = ~ exp, — —ssb. @ + 27{r . (3.34)

{g—o{{p{8m'P;N
The sum in the exponent runs over all dual lattice
simplices of dimension s =d —s. The symbol sub @ is
that defined in Eq. (3.31) and r =r~ ...„.„ is an
integer-valued field associated with each simplex of
dimension d —s on the dual lattice. The primes on the

P and r sums indicate the existence of gauge sym-
metries in Eq. (3.34), analogous to those in Eq. (3.33),
only here the symmetries are those associated with
the simplex number s =d —s interactions. We note
that the dual form (3.34) of the Z~-Villain theories
(3.33) are again Z~-Villain theories, and that in the
special cases when s = 2d (e.g. , the d =2 spin system
or the d =4 gauge theory) the theories are self-dual.
This is precisely the situation encountered for the
Z, symmetric theories. The dual inverse temperature,
however, is a different function of the original temper-
ature, and depends on the group.

the topological excitations (plus spin waves) form a
complete set of variables for-a description of the theo-
ry. This remarkable property will obtain in all the
theories discussed in this section. .

In Sec. III.C we will construct the duality transforma-
tion for the general U(1) symmetric lattice theory with
simpl. ex number s. We will show that such a theory
is dual to a theory with simplex number s =d —s and
possessing an internal symmetry Z„, the additive
group of integers. Moreover, we will show how the
theory can be expressed directly in terms of its spin
waves and topological excitations, and we will show
that those excitations have dimension d —s —1. Finally,
in Sec. III.D we will describe in more detail three U(l)
theories of physical interest: the three-dimensional
x-y model, and the three- and four-dimensional U(l)
lattice gauge theories (s =2). In particular we will
show how the formulation of these theories in terms
of their topological excitations can lead to a simple
and illuminating picture of their phase properties.

Z = DOexp cos &~6
w

where the functional integration is defined as

(4.1)

Dg= d6, , (4.2)

the product over j running over all sites of the lattice.
We note also that there is a whole sequence of other
simple U(1) invariant interactions of the form
cos(Pb~0), where P is any integer. We will not dis-
cuss these interactions further in the present context,
but we refer the reader to Sec. III.B where similar
terms are treated in the context of Z~ symmetric
theories. (See also, Jose, et al. , 1977).

To write the dual form of Eq. (4.1), we follow the
recipe used before. First, we rewrite Eq. (4.1) using
the Fourier expansion

CO

P COS(7. ) (4.3)

The I„(P)'s are the modified Bessel functions. We have
r

icos (Q g)
4 J E-r

D6I I 0 . & 8.
{k~)

(4.4)

where we have introduced one 0„., which takes on all
integer values for each link of the lattice. Assuming

B. Two-dimensional x-y model

1. Duality transformation

This model is the N- ~ limit of the model described
in Eq. (3.3). Consider a square two-dimensional lat-
tice, and on each site of the lattice place a spin,
s,. = e' &, -m & 0 ~ n. The spins interact through nearest-
neighbor couplings as in Eq. (3.3). The partition func-
tion of this model can be written

I
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periodic boundary conditions, we may sum by parts
the exponent of the last factor in Eq. (4.4). Doing the
(9 integral we find

Z ln gIp . .(8 ) g d 6I c&ih,
~ ~( i

{y} ( &

= +exp g In[I~ (P)], , 5(b,,k, , ,).
{e} ( &

(4.5)

I„(P)= — dx e "'""cos(nx) .jj (4.8)

For P«1 we can expand Eq. (4.8) in powers of P. We
find

I„(P)= 5(n) + —,
'

P[5(n + I) + 5(n —1)]

+ « P'[5(n+2)+5(n —2)+25(n)]+ ~ ~ ~, (4.9)

where the delta functions are Kronecker delta func-
tions. Using Eq. (4.7), we have

z= E... . (1+—x[(xi;) )+ —5[(x,,i,)*'-1)O', P
{e} Sd

p2
+ —5[(~.@,)' —4]+O(p') + .~ .

Thus, at infinite temperature, the only contribution to
Z comes when all the &P, 's have the same value. As P
is increased from zero the system becomes more and
morS disordered in @. First nearest neighbor jumps
by one unit become likely and as P is increased still
further, higher-energy configurations of the disorder
parameter become more likely with ~&~@, ~

taking on
larger and larger values.

Let us now discuss Eq. (4.7) in the low-temperature
limit, P» 1. To do this, we observe that Eq. (4.8)
can be expanded in powers of n'. Taking the logarithm
of this series and inserting it in Eq. (4.7) we obtain

(4.10)

(4.11)

The delta functions in Eq. (4.5) are Kronecker delta
functions, and enforce the condition that the k„ i are
divergenceless at each lattice site. This condition is
satisfied if and only if we are able to write k„; as a
curl. To this end, we introduce on each dual lattice
site an integer-valued field Q and identify

(4.6)

where, as before, the indices on the right-hand side
of Eq. (4.6) refer to the dual lattice, and those on the
left-hand side to the original lattice. Using Eq. (4.6)
in Eq. (4.5), we have, up to an overall uniform in-
finite factor,

Z = Q ex' Q(n[l. .. (()))), (4.V)
d

The field P is the disorder parameter for this system.
As such we expect that when )6«1 (high temperatures)
and the original variables e' are disordered, large
fluctuations in Q will be suppressed and the major
contribution to Z will come from ((j)]'s which do not
vary too much over the dual lattice. To see this we
invert Eq. (4.3) and examine the integral representa-
tion for I„(P):

We can now use the Poisson summation formula (3.19)
to write Eq. (4.11) in the form

m'

{m=-~}
(4.13a)

I
=Z, xxp x()Pm, . )x[(-)~m, -))xPm*,.).

{m} if- j j
(4.13b)

In Eq. (4.13b) we have used the low-temperature ap-
proximation to (DP)= 1/2P, and we have used a very
good approximation to the lattice Green's function V;, .
c is a constant the value of which is irrelevant for
our purposes. Zo is just the Gaussian integral with
all mi =0. In calculating Eq. (4.13) we have assumed
spherical boundary conditions. With this choice of
boundary conditions, there is a restriction (at least
at low temperatures —see below) on the configurations
of m~'s which are allowed in the functional sum. The
only allowed configurations in the limit of an infinite
lattice are those for which gz mz = 0: There is ac-
tually an extra term in the exponent of Eq. (4.13) of
the form PE+&mz, but E ln—s, where -s is the total

{m-= -~} i(i p i P '

(4.12)
Q is now a continuous valued field, and there is one
integer m& for each site of the dual I.attice.

Now, the coefficients D~(P) can be analyzed in various
limits (Savit, 1978). It is enough for our purposes,
however, to note that for P» 1, the leading behavior of
the Di, (P) P' ', and that the term with P =1 is a good
low-temperature approximation to Eqs. (4.11) or
(4.12). [A. pyioxi this might not have been true since
the D, (J3)'s alternate in sign and so there could have
been cancellations among large terms when the field
variables become large. But this does not happen
(Savit, 1978).] Thus, for large P, we can keep the
quadratic terms in Eq. (4.11) or (4.12), and treat the
higher-order terms as a perturbation.

In most of the rest of this section we will explicitly
keep only the P =1 term in Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12). We
do this primarily for simplicity since, as we shall
see, much of the qualitative physics is already con-
tained in this term. It is al.so important to realize
that the higher-order terms have the same symmetry
properties as the P =1 term, so by keeping only the
P =1 term we do not include any extraneous sym-
metries. Furthermore, the important qualitative fea-
ture that Q„becomes ordered as P- 0 is true even if
we drop terms with P & 1 in Eq. (4.11). [The rate at
which the system orders in Q for small P does change,
however. This can be seen by computing D(P) for
@mall P and comparing the resulting expression with
Eq. (4.10).] On the other hand, one should bear in
mind that this is only a low-temperature approximation
to Eq. (4;1) and that the other terms can by system-
atically included.

In this spirit we now truncate Eq. (4.12), retaining
only the quadratic terms. The integral over q is a
Gaussian integral which we can carry out. The result
is
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volume of the system, so that in the limit s- ~ all
configurations for which +,222,. 4 0 are energetically
suppress ed.

The partition function in Eq. (4.13) has the form of a
partition function for a (neutral) two-dimensional Cou-
lomb gas in which the charges can have any integer
value, multiplied by a partition function for a system
of noninteracting harmonic excitations. We want to ask
two questions about this expression: First, how are
we to interpret these Coulomb charges and harmonic
excitations, and second, what can Eq. (4.13) tell us,
at least qualitatively, about the physics of the x-y
model'2 We will. address the former question first.
2. Interpretation of the Coulomb gas and the Villain
approx imation

To understand the fields m and Q in Eqs. (4.12)
and (4.13), it is very convenient to introduce an ap-
proximation to Eq. (4.1) which is accurate at low
temperatures. This is the so-called Villain approx-
imation (Berezinski, 1970, 1972; Villain, 1975) and is
just the U(l) generalization of the expression (3.5). I.et
us consider Eq. (4.1) in the limit that P» 1. In that
case, the only important configurations in the pa, r-
tition function will be those for which cos(&„0„)is
close to one. Thus we can expand the cosine keeping
only the quadratic term. However, this is not the
whole story, since if A 8,. = 2~v and n is an integer,
cos(A„O&) =1. To take this periodicity into account we
introduce an auxiliary integer-valued vector J~.&

as-

sociated with the lattice links, and we write

Lz=e'"9 9' Dee p ——g(4 9,. -2ep, , )).{s~=-~} -L 2 2

(4.14)

Here N is the total number of lattice sites. Now, there
are at least two ways to deal with Eq. (4.14), and these
have to do with different ways of defining the limits on
the sum over J„and the integral over 6. First we note
that the most natural definition for the range of 6 in
Eq. (4.14) is -m& 6~m, since this is how 8 is defined
in Eq. (4.1). With that definition of L, we evidently
need to sum independently over the 2N J~'s. On the
other hand, we can imagine formally extending the
range of & from -~ to ~. It is clear that, at worst,
this will produce a uniform overcounting of states in
Eq. (4.14). But if we do let L=~, then we clearly do
not need to sum over all J~'s independently: shifting
J„., —J~.;+&„p;, where p; is an integer-valued scalar
field, just amounts to a redefinition of 0, and counts
again configurations which have already been counted.
It is instructive to compute Eq. (4.14) with both these
definitions of the range of 0 and J„and show that
formally they give the same result, although a different
interpretation of the fields J~ emerge.

First let us take I = n, and imagine doing an unre-
stricted sum over J~. We introduce a new continuou s
variable k„.z, associated with the links of the lattice, '

and write Eq. (4.14) as

Z=(299")"Z J' D9 I Dp„Plex- —9*.. , +Ip. . ..(4„9,. -29P. .){J) ~ 420 2p D;9

=(29e")"J De Z exp(~.——O', ., -(9,4,9, ,);
1

~ 7T {k =-~) (4.15)

where we have performed the sum over J„and used
Eq. (3.19) to write the integral over k„as a sum. Since
the k~'s are now integers, the integral over the 6; will
just produce a flock of Kronecker delta functions:

~ = (4))pe'~)~ Q exp ——Q k2~q .... 6(&„k„.;) .
{e1

(4.16)

In the usual. way, we associate integer-valued fields (t),

with the sites of the dual lattice and use expression
(4.6) to satisfy the delta functions. We can then use
Eq. (3.19) again to turn the sum over integer-valued
Q's into a integral over continuous Q's times a sum
over a new integer-valued variable, m. We have

1X = (4epe")" /De P exp(Z ——(4,9,.)*+Ipeex,. P, ) .
{mj

(4.17)

which agrees with Eq. (4.12) when p» 1 [up to overall
factors which were neglected in Eq. (4.12)]. Note that
the J~'s in Eq. (4.15) do not have an obvious interpre-
tation in Eq. (4.17).

Now let us take L =~ in Eq. (4.14) and do a restricted
sum over (J„), avoiding summing over sets of J'„which
differ from each other only by a gradient. Once again If we identify

+4299,.9.„4.P„,.)
(4.19)

l

we introduce a continuous Fourier conjugate variable
k~, and write Eq. (4.14) as

420 0Q

Z =(2pe") p De
w 42+

1
&&exPZ ——k +fk„.;(&„8)—2p J,)

=(4999") Z f Dp
{z)

1
exp ~——p g2~Q J

(4.18)
where we have done the integral. over the 6& to produce
Dirac delta functions. To satisfy these delta functions,
we associate a continuous variable @~ with the sites of
the dual lattice. We can now use Eq. (4.6) to satisfy
the delta functions, remembering that k„;, and gz are
now continuous valued functions. Substituting into Eq.
(4.18}and doing an integration by parts, we have

1Z = (4mpe'~)~ ~ D@ exp ——(r ~@,)'{J') 2p 44 9
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(4.20)m; = c~„&~J„.,
then this is identical to Eq. (4.17), since we recall that
the prime on the sum over J ~ in Eq. (4.18) means pre-
cisely a sum over distinct configurations of c„„&„J„
(i.e. , we do not sum over (J j's that differ from each
other only by a gradient).

Equation (4.20) tells us how to interpret the fields
m, in Eqs. (4.17) and (4.12). From Eq. (4.14), we see
that J„.; repr e sents an "integer-valued piec e" of the
angle difference &„0,. Furthermore, interpreted this
way, we see that we can define an angle 0&, that is not
necessarily single-valued, by writing

is effectively U(l). ] Following the philosophy of the
duality transformation leading to Eq. (4.12), we are
led to the interpretation that the x-y model can be
completely and exactly expressed in terms of the
topological excitations (the m&) plus a set of spin
waves (the continuous-valued @,). This same result,
that the theory- can be written exactly in terms of
topological excitations, will obtain in the other U(l)
theories we shall study in this section. Further inter-
pretive comments on this topic may be found in
Kostelitz and Thouless (1973), Jose et at. (1977), and

Savit (1978).

4~0; = ~„6)—2'„, (4.21)

It is a simple matter to see that if we compute a phase
sum around a closed loop c of &„0,, the result is

(4.22)

wherem, . is given in Eq. (4.20), and the sum overs is over
all dual lattice sites contained in c. Thus the m, 's are
just the vortices of the angles8, . On the other hand,
we can effectively identify the 6, with the angles of the
original x-y model, Eq. (4.1). This requires some
discussion: First, examining Eq. (4.1) we see that a
state of the x-y model is defined by assigning a unique
value to the phase e' at each site of the lattice. In

Eq. (4.1), we have defined -m& 8, ~v. We ean, how-

ever, formally extend the range of 0,. to -m&& 6, ~X@,

where ~ is some integer. Then we see that 6I& need
not be single vatued. That is, we could go around
some closed loop on the lattice in which the spins were
varying (even slowly) from site to site, and have the
quantity K A~8; be nonzero. (Consider, for example,
a simple circular configuration in which the head of
spin chases its neighbor's tail in a clockwise direc-
tion. ) The possibility of allowing 0; in Eq. (4.1) to be
non-single-valued exists precisely because the ac-
tion is periodic, which is also the reason we had to
include the J 's in the model (4.14) to make it a good
low-temperature approximation to Eq. (4.1). Now a
good large P approximation to Eq. (4.'1) is just to re-
tain the quadratic term in &„6,, if we remember that
we must not lose the periodicity of the original action.
Using Eq. (4.21) we see that the action in Eq. (4.14)
is approximately (&~0&)~, and properly takes account
of the periodicity, as explained before. Thus we may
effectively identify 0; with the angles appearing in Eq.
(4.1), and so the m~ ean be interpreted as representing
the vortices of the original x-y model degrees of free-
dom. Note that this interpretation requires use of the
Villain form (4.14) and is completely obscure in the
argument leading to Eq. (4.12). In fact, in that presen-
tation, the m&'s (and the P, 's) appear as a complete
set of fields replacing the original x-y model spins,
whereas in the derivation leading to Eq. (4.19), the
mj's appear as a piece of the effective x-y model
angles 0;.

The existence of vortexlike excitations in this model
follows from very general homotopy arguments. The
vortices are topologically stable and exist because the
symmetry of the model (4.1) is U(1). [Equation (4.14)

3. Qualitative physics of the two-dimensional x-y model

The vortex field m,. plays an important role in de-
termining the behavior of the x-y model at various
temperatures. For the purposes of this discussion, it
is enough to limit ourselves to the quadratic approxima-
tion. The quantitative effects of higher-order terms
are discussed in Jose et at. (1977). [See, however,
Luther and Scalapino (1977) for a divergent treatment.
It should be pointed out that the conclusions of this
paper are in contradiction with those of Jose et al.
(1977), and are generally believed to be incorrect.
Nevertheless, the approach is very interesting. ]

From Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13), we see that the model
can be described by the vortex field and another, con-
tinuous field g, . Using the Villain approximation, one
easily sees that this continuous Gaussian field is just
the Fourier transform field (in the sense of the duality
transformation) of the Gaussian spin waves which ap-
pear when we approximate cos(&0)-I —&(&6) and ig-
nore the periodicity. From Eq. (4.13), we see that at
any nonzero temperature we can. excite the noninter-
acting, massless Gaussian spin waves (whose partition
function is Z, ), while for large enough P there is sup-
pression of certain vortex excitations. In particular,
because of the "chemical potential" term in Eq.
(4.13) the density of vortices will be small at low

temperatures, and due to the logarithmic potential
the vortices will tend to be bound in vortex-anti-
vortex pairs. In this region the spin-spin correlation
function, (e' 'e' '), will fall to zero like a power of the
spin separation with a temperature dependent exponent.
[Consistent with the Mermin-Wagner theorem (Mermin
and Wagner, 1966), (e' ~) = 0 at all nonzero tempera-
tures in this (infinite) two-dimensional system. ]

Above a certain temperature T„ the situation is
dramatically altered. To understand this let us focus
on the behavior of a vortex-. antivortex pair. It is easy
to see that the entropy of a vortex-antivortex pair sep-
arated by a distance r is proportional to Iny. There
is therefore a competition in the free energy for such
a pair between the entropy and energy terms. For
T & T, the entropy term dominates and the free energy
for a single vortex-antivortex pair has its minimum
at r =~. Thus for T& T, the vortex-antivortex pairs
become unbound, creating a plasma of vortices with
arbitrary separation. This plasma "screens" the
spin-spin correlation function, causing it to behave
like e ", where r is the spin separation. The be-
havior of the theory at T, is nonanalytic, and this
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phase transition is due precisely to the unbinding of
the vortex-antivortex pairs and the concurrent con-
densation of the plasma of the "free" topological ex-
citations (vortices) of the system. It is also interesting
to note that for T& T, the prime on the sum over (m)
in Eq. (4.13) can be removed. This can be seen by
placing the system on a finite lattice of linear dimen-
sion s. The energy of a single vortex ~le. However,
the entropy of a single vortex is also proportional to
lns. Thus in the free energy of a single vortex there is
also a competition between energy and entropy. For
T & T, the entropy dominates, and taking s —~ we see
that we no longer have a suppression factor for con-
figurations with Q& m& WO.

The picture painted in this section is only impres-
sionistic and the arguments crude and qualitative, but,
nonetheless, substantially correct. It will be useful
to keep in mind the idea of a phase transition induced
by a condensation of topological excitations as we study
other theories with a U(l) symmetry.

variant theory with simplex number s in d dimen-
sions (Savit, 19VV). As in the discussion of the two-
dimensional x-y model, we will be able to write these
theories directly in terms of their topological excita-
tions. As we shall see, a very pretty pattern for these
topological excitations will emerge. The derivation
we present will be somewhat loose in that we shall not
pay careful attention to problems of gauge redundancy.
As in previously discussed theories this redundancy
gives rise to overall infinite factors and while harm-
less, should in principle be removed. We will post
appropriate warning signs at slippery places in the
derivation. For a careful treatment of gauge problems
in one U(l) invariant theory, the d =3 x-y model. , see
Savit (1978).

We begin by introducing the U(l) invariant theory with
simplex number s. It is defined in precise analogy with
the Z~ symmetric, theories of Sec. III.C. Consider a
d-dimensional lattice. Gn each simplex of dimension
s —1 place a complex phase

C. Qual forms of general U {'i) invariant theories Q( ~ ~ ~ )(, ;s =exp(~i)
~ "(, , ;a) ) (4.23)

Here we will generalize the results of Sec. IV.B
and derive the duality transformation for a U(1) in-

with -m& 8 ~n. These phases interact according to the
form

(1) 1I ~ ~ '):cos Kq ~ ~ (), cg ~ ()( () ) ~ ) 6)8y y '):cos(EE 8)
1 s' 1 s 1 d-s 1 1 s-1' (4.24)

as in Eq. (3.25). The partition function of the simplex
s theory is

/

,. i, (()) Deexp (. gk cc&8)
{a) s s

(4.28b)

z= Dee p()pxaos(cc&&)),
~e I s

(4.25)

g I ()Q

Z = D8 I e'
~ tl s

(4.28a)

where the sum in the exponent runs over all simplices
of dimension s on the d dimensional lattice. The prime
on the integral indicates that there is (except for the
case s = 1) a harmless, uniform, and usually ignorable
gauge redundancy in the functional integral over 0.
This redundancy follows from the existence of a local
gauge invariance in Eq. (4.25). The Hamiltonian therein
is invariant under the operation3

g gfP1'''Ps

(4.26)

where A is an angle valued field associated with the
simplices of dimension s —2 [see, by analogy, Eq.
(3.28)j. As in the case of the two-dimensional. x-y
model, we can define a whole sequence of U(l) in-
variant simplex number s interactions according to
the formula

(4.27)

where P is any integer. We shall have no more to say
about these interactions here. See Secs. III.B and
III.C for a discussion of similar interactions in the
context of ZN symmetric theories.

We now rewrite Eq. (4.25) by Fourier expanding
each factor in the partition function. We have

I,(()) Deexp -(P e ~ ,cc&)).
{u} s t

(4.28c)

We have introduced a set of integer-valued Fourier
conjugate variables k„...~,.; associated with the s-
dimensional simplices of the lattice. In Eq. (4.28c)
we have summed by parts in the exponent to produce

'1 O's ~1 ' 0'1 O's-1'~'0(l1 +d -s~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

t

Eal ~ ~ ~ Q1 d s ~ 1 s~ ~ ey +sky o ~ ~ y1 S% (4.29)

where the sum t runs over all simplices of dimension
s —1.

Next, we want to integrate over 0, and so we must
decide what to do with the prime on the functional
integral. The simplest procedure is to ignore it. This
will just produce extra factors of 2z (an infinite num-
ber in an infinite lattice). The situation here is ex-
actly analogous to that encountered in our treatment of
the d =3 Z, gauge theory (with simplex number 2) dis-
cussed in Sec. II.B.2. In that ease we found that failing
to choose a gauge just produced extra factors of the
volume of the gauge group (for Z, extra factors of 2)
as well as introducing redundant Kronecker delta func-
tions in Z. It is a straightforward matter to show that
the same thing happens here. Thus we will formally
ignore the prime on the integra, l over 6 secure in the
understanding that in so doing we just change Z by a
constant factor.
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z = Z exp(g le(I, (()))) .;[e(eeek). (4.30)

To satisfy the Kronecker delta functions, it is neces-
sary and sufficient to write k in the form

Proceeding with the 0 integral. s and dropping overall.
factors of 2m, we find for Eq. (4.28), 1

s!(d —s —1)!
xL—'Pg' Pg, i -Py ' Ps, 8, ny 'ng

X Q ) (()) n~ (4.34)

1
(d —.S —1)! "X'")'z ~ ~)." ~u z-

(4.31)x A()

where the y's are a set of integer-valued fields as-
sociated with the simplices of dimension d -s —1 on
the dual lattice. (The factor [(d —s —1)!] ' is for
normalization; the k's and g's may be taken to be
antisymmetric in their direction indices. }

For simplicity, we now make the same low-tempera-
ture approximation to InI, (P) that was made before Eq.
(4.13) Ii.e., keeping only the quadratic term in the ex-
ponent of Eq. (4.11) and approximating D, (P}=1/2P for
P»1]. Using Eq. (4.31) in Eq. (4.30}, we can write

Z=e xp, (N)g()exp — g (eeep)'), p
2P

(4.32)

Z = p(eNx, p) l D(&Z(t)}

1x Q exp Q (eeep)*+Ip Ieep)2P

where X, is the number of s-dimensional simplices on

the lattice. In the exponent we have written k' = (eA(!))'
= (cab, @)' [with an extra normalization factor included
in ebs(I), in analogy to Eq. (3.25)J. Writing k' this way
makes it more apparent that the sum in the exponent
can be considered to be over all s =d —s dimensional
simplices on the dual lattice since ecaQ has s direction
indices, naturally associated with the dual lattice.
Finally, the sum over states in Eq. (4.32) is understood
to be a sum over the largest set of configurations of
(t)'s such that each configuration gives a distinct con-
figuration of k =cL(t).

Equation (4.32) possesses the expected characteris-
tics for the theory dual to Eq. (4.25). First, it has dual
lattice interactions defined on simplices of dimension
s =d —s, which are simila. r in form to the interactions
in Eq. (4.25) (compare sea& with ecaP). Second, high-
temperature regions of Eq. (4.25} are mapped into low-
temperature regions of Eq. (4.32) and vice versa.
Finally, the symmetry group of Eq. (4.32) is 8„, the

additive group of integers, which is the natural group
to a,ssociate with the indices which label the Fourier
expansion on the group U(1). All of these characteris-
tics are independent of the low-temperature approxi-
mation made in Eq. (4.32}and hold for the full theory
as well.

Next we shall introduce the topological excitations.
This is done by using the Poisson summation formula
(3.19) to replace the sum over (eA()()} in Eq. (4.32) by
an integral over ca(t) times a sum over another integer-
valued variable. %'e have

(Note that this could also have been written I,sea@, in
which case L would have d —s indices and be defined
on the dual lattice. ) Now we rearrange the last term
in the exponent of Eq. (4.33) by summing by parts. Re-
calling that we have spherical boundary conditions
there' is no surface term, and the last term becomes

2))i g(l.ex@) = —2ni g 1

xq„. . »~ „~ ~ ABLu

1
4P( '''IZ (

(d —s —1)! ).
' ' ' s-s-y '

with

XJ . . .„,= 2' J

1
~d-s-~ ', i g( Pg I"s ~ 8'&y ~d-& -y

(4.35)

XQ(L) (4.36)

J is an integer-valued current associated with the
simplices of dimension d —s —1 on the dual lattice.
From Eq. (4.36) we easily see that J satisfies the
property that

Q JO( ~ ~ ~ fy ~ p ~ Qr 1 r d-S-1'.;=0 (4.3V}

for any x between 1 and d —s —1. So finally we may
write Eq. (4.33) as

Z=exp(N, l)) DpZ exp P (eeep)e+Ipxpp)
2p

(4.38a)

(4.38b)=exp(N, ())Z P exp l)+I;V;,Z,).
The prime on the integral over y reminds us that we

should integrate only over (!)'s that produce distinct
configurations of eA(!), i.e., we should choose a gauge.
The prime on the sum over J means that we should
sum over integer J's from -~ to +~, but only over
those J's satisfying Eq. (4.36), or, equivalently, Eq.
(4.3V).

The J's are the topological excitations of the model
and are just generalizations of the m's in Eq. (4.12),
which represented the vortices of the two dimensional
x-y model. In this context the geometrical significance
of Eq. {4.37) is clear: The 8's are associated with
d —s —1 dimens ional dual simplices. Our interpreta-
tion of the J's tells us that the allowed topological ex-
citations of the theory have dimension d —s —1, and
Eq. {4.3'I) tells us that these excitations are defined
on closed manifolds. Consider, for example, the d =3
x-y model. In that case the J's a,re just vortex string
bits, and Eq. (4.37) tells us that we can have only
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closed vortex strings, since A„J„t0at the end of a
string. Similarly, the d =4 x-y model has topological
excitations which are two-dimensional surfaces em-
bedded in the four-dimensional dual lattice. If we try
to lay downaconfiguration of J's which has boundaries,
we will find that A J„B~0 at the boundaries. Thus we
are allowed to have only closed two-dimensional sur-
facess.

These topological excitations interact with each other
and with themselves. The interaction is expressed in
the exponent of Eq. (4.38b), wherein we have suppressed
the direction indices on the J's and on the matrix V,-,-.
V;, has a diagonal piece which is just the self-energy
of the J's. For large separations, V;, li —j) "for
d02, and V,.„-in~i —j~ for d =2. The factor Z, just
represents the dual spin waves of the system, which
are described by antisymmetric d —s —1 forms, in
precise analogy to the scalar spin waves of the two-
dimens ional x-y model.

We have stated that the J's represent the topological
excitations of the original degrees of freedom, but that
interpretation is certainly not obvious. To make it
clear, one should go back and construct the analog of
the Villain approximation for the general case con-
sidered here and follow the steps leading to Eq. (4.19}.
The calculation is quite straightforward and we shall
not perform it. Those interested will have little dif-
ficulty in confirming our interpretation.

Before continuing, we wish to make an important
technical comment which concerns the gauge invariance
of a given configuration of J's and the derivation of Eq.
(4.38). To perform the Gaussian integral over @ in
Eq. (4.38a) requires a gauge choice (for s&1). Sup-
pose, for instance, that we choose an axial-like gauge.
This would mean setting some of the @'s equal to zero
and integrating over the rest. The argument of Eq.
(4.38b) will therefore not contain some factors of J, in
particular, these which are coupled in Eq. (4.38a.) to
the P's which have been set equal to zero. One might
then be concerned that the energy of some of the al-
lowed configurations of J's would have been changed by
the gauge choice. However, this is not the case. Re-
call that the only allowed configuration of J's is that
satisfying Eq. (4.37). Suppose we consider open edge
boundary conditions, and let us choose a complete axial
gauge, eliminating all residual gauge invariance. One
can show that even with such a complete gauge choice,
any configuration satisfying Eq. (4.37) will still have
some of its J's appearing in the exponent of Eq. (4.38b).
(That is, a. complete axial gauge fixing does not involve
eliminating all degrees of freedom on a closed mani-
fold. ) Moreover, the energy associated with each al-
lowed configuration of J's will-be independent of the
gauge choice. This will be enforced in Eq. (4.38b} by
the appearance in V;,. of long-range Coulomb potentials
in special directions, depending on the gauge choice.
Thus each allowed divergenceless configuration of J's
has a gauge invariant meaning, as we formally expect
from Eq. (4.38a), and as it must if our interpretation
of the J's as topological excitations is to be correct.
A detailed discussion of this question for the three-
dimensional x-y model can be found in Savit (1978).

It may be helpful to conclude this section with a brief

summary: We have studied the la. rge class of U(1)
invariant lattice theories in d dimensions with simplex
number s. We have derived the dual form for these
theories. The dual theory is a Z invariant theory,
also in d dimensions, with simplex number s =d —s.
It has the usual property of a dual theory, namely, that
the high- (low-) temperature region of the original
theory is mapped into the low- (high-) temperature
region of the dual theory. Furthermore, we have found
that the dual theory can be easily converted into a third
form. In this form the physical degrees of freedom
that appear are the spinwaves [actually, their dual (Four-
ier) conjugates] and the topological excitations of the or-
iginal U(l) invariant spins. These topological excitations
exist on closed manifolds of dimension d —s —1.

In the next subsection we will discuss some of the
physics of these U(1) invariant theories. In Sec. P we
will briefly describe the Abelian Higgs model which is
a kind of hybrid of the theories treated in this section,
and we will also briefly address a question which may
have occurred to the reader: What are the topological
excitations of the Z, and Z„symmetric theories?

D. Some physical comments: Phase transitions and
topological excitations

We have already remarked that dual formulations of
a, theory are useful for obtaining a simple qualitative
picture of the behavior of a theory at high temperatures,
when fluctuations in the disorder parameter are small.
Furthermore, one can perform a "high-temperature"
expans ion in P wh ich cor re sponds to an expans ion about
T =0, in terms of the original variables of the theory.
In addition to these benefits, the formulation of the
theory in terms of its topological excitations (4.38) can
provide very important qualitative (and quantitative)
understanding of other aspects of the behavior of the
theory, in particular its phase structure. We have al-
ready seen this in our discussion of the two-dimensional
x-y model. Here we shall present variations on that
theme for three theories of physical interest: the
three-dimensional x-y model and the three- and four-
dimensional U(1) gauge theory (s =2) (Banks et al. ,
1977; Savit, 1978; Peskin, 1978; Einhorn and Savit;
1979).

Consider first the d =3 x-y model. Among other
reasons, this theory is of physical interest because its
critical behavior is thought to be related to that of
superfluid 4He. The theory has topological excitations
which are closed vortex strings, or vortex strings
which terminate on the boundary of the system. In its
application to 4He, these strings represent the vor-
tices in bulk superfluid. It is interesting to note that
if the model really does have something to do with 'He,
then we have an example of an extended system with
macroscopic excitations which interact through a gauge
principle. The reason is that when s =I,d =3, Eq.
(4.38a) has the form of the generating functional for
three-dimensional @ED without electrons, but coupled
to conserved (integer-valued) currents.

For this theory the exponent in Eq. (4.38b) takes the
approximate form
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—P Q ad~ .; . ' ".
, J„,+ bZ 2, ;, (4.39)

where a and & are positive constants and'D„, =&„,
+gauge terms which do not contribute so long as
A„J„=O. From this we see that vortex currents with
the same sense (both positive or both negative) repel
each other, while those with opposite sense attract.
This is the opposite of what happens with electric cur-
rents in real QED and can be traced to the factor of i
in front of the J term in Eq. (4.38a).

Now, suppose P is very large (low temperatures}.
Because of the term bj' in Eq. (4.39) we expect to have
only a low density of small vortex loops, in addition to
the spin waves represented by the Zo factor in Eq.
(4.38b). As P decreases, we pay a decreasing penalty
in probability for creating vortex strings„and we ex-
pect their size and density to grow. We now ask
whether we expect this size and population increase to
occur smoothly or nonanalytically. To answer this
question, consider the free energy of a closed vortex
loop of total length L and unit flux. Neglect for a mo-
ment the x ' interaction term in Eq. (4.39). In that
case the energy of the loop is just proportional to L.
The entropy of the loop is (up to logarithmic cor-
rections) also proportional to L. To see this just
notice that the number of configurations of the loop of
length L are those of a modified nonrepeating non-
overlapping random walk which returns to the origin.
This number is of the form e~~f(L) where F'(L) is a
slowly va, rying function (powers and logarithims), and

P is a numerical constant. The log of this is propor-
tional to the entropy, and so the free energy has the
approximate form

tween this term and the entropy which indicated the ex-
istence of a phase transition. In Eq. (4.40) we have ig-
nored the current-current interaction term, keeping
only the self-energy piece. If the interaction energy
fell off very rapidly with distance [like an exponential,
say, as in the Abelian Higgs model (see Sec. V)] this
would probably be a very good approximation. How-
ever, the interaction in Eq. (4.39) is long range, and
this could affect the veracity of our picture. Although
one can generate arguments on both sides, to firmly
resolve the issue requires a careful renormalization
group treatment. Nevertheless, it is the considered
opinion of the author that the picture presented here is
essentially correct, and that while including the inter-
action term in Eq. (4.39) will certainly have a (perhaps
strong) quantiative effect, it will not change things
qual itat lve ly.

In a very similar way, one can discuss the d =4 U(1)
lattice gauge theory (s =2). The dual form of this
theory has s =2, just as in the d =3 x-y model. Here
again, the topological excitations are closed vortex
loops, ' and in this case the exponent of Eq. (4.38b) has
a form very similar to Eq. (4.39), viz. ,

(4.41 )

If we neglect the interaction term in Eq. (4.41}, we
can clearly repeat the arguments leading to Eq. (4.40)
for this theory. Thus we are led to expect a phase
transition here also.

Now, a useful gauge invariant correlation function
for the s =2 theory is the Wilson loop integral (of the
original U(1) spins),

PF = PbL PL O+(l L)n—. (4.40) I c= exp s Op. , (4.42)

For la, rge P, this has a minimum at L =0, while for
Js&p/6 —= P„ the minimum is at L = ~. If we believe
this argument, then we expect a phase transition at
P= P,. For low temperatures we have a soup (alphabet)
of small vortex rings with some density. As we raise
the tempe rature the dens ity a,nd s ize of the rings in-
creases, until suddenly at P =P, we find that the rings
grow dramatically, and we leave the alphabet soup
phase and enter the spaghetti phase. This high-tem-
perature phase can therefore be described as a con-
densation of topological excitations. We expect that
this transition is the usual order-disorder transition
of the d = 3 x-y model, but looked at in a rather dif-
ferent way. In the spaghetti phase, therefore, the x-y
model spin-spin correlation function should fall ex-
ponentially to zero for large separations, while in the
alphabet soup phase it should approach a nonzero con-
stant. From this point of view we can say that the
phase transition and accompanying disordering is
caused by the condensation of the topological excita-
tions.

This picture is clearly quite similar to that which we
presented for the. d = 2 x-y model, and is very attractive
and reasonable. However, there is an important dif-
ference in its derivation: In the d =2 case, the vortex-
vortex interaction was crucial in determining the criti-
cal temperature. Indeed, it was the competition be-

where c is some closed contour on the original lattice.
In the low-temperature (alphabet soup) phase, (which
should have properties very mUch like those of real
QED) we expect that I,-e ~, where E' is the perimeter
of the contour, while in the spaghetti phase I,-e
where A is a, (minimal) area subtended by c.9 The dif-
ferent behavior of I", signals the analog of quark con-
finement in the spaghetti phase, and the absence of
quark confinement in the alphabet soup phase; see
Banks ef, al. (19'7'7), Einhorn and Savit (19'79), Peskin
(1978), and Banks and Rabinovici (1979) for further
discussion. As with the d =3 x-y model, one must re-
member that our argument for the phase structure of
this system neglects the s ' interaction term in Eq.
(4.41) and therefore must be handled gingerly.

Finally, we briefly describe the physics of the d =3
U(1) lattice gauge theory (s =2). The dual form of this

When factors of the lattice spacing are appropriately in-
cluded, and a naive continuum limit is taken, only quadratic
terms survive and the theorybecomes just a theory of free
photons Ithe Zo factor (4.38)j. In this limit the U(l) symmetry
group becomes the group R, and the topological excitations
disappear.

Since the dual theory of the d = 4 g = 2 theory is also a gauge
theory, we can define an analogous "Wilson loop" also for the
dual variables I'~. We expect that when I -e, I"--e
and vice versa.
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theory has s =1, and pointlike topological excitations
(a kind of monopole). The exponent in Eq. (4.38b) has
the form

(4.43}

The behavior of this theory has been analyzed by Polya-
kov (1975, 1977). We will not repeat his analysis here, but
will just state the results. The d =3 U(l) lattice gauge
theory has, for any nonzero temperature, only one
phase, a "quark confining" phase characterized by
I",-e . In this phase, the topological excitations in
Eq. (4.43) are condensed into a plasma of unbound
monopoles which causes the original U(l) degrees of
freedom to be sufficiently disordered to produce the
area law fall off for l",. The situation here should be
compared with that of the two-dimensional x-y model.
In that case, the logarithmic monopole-monopole po-
tential was strong enough to bind monopole-antimono-
pole pairs at sufficiently low temperature. In Eq. (4.43),
the ~ ' intermonopole potential is not sufficiently strong
to do this: the entropy of a monopole-antimonopole
pair separated by a distance x is proportional to ln~,
and that term dominates over the energy term in the
free energy for such a pair at any nonzero temperature,
causing the free energy to have its minimum at r = ™.

d x 4I'"p, I'"'+ Bp —i'~ 2+ V (5.1)

where .F„„=& „A.„—B,A.„, A „ is the e lectromagnetic
vector potential, and @ is a complex scalar field. q
is the charge of the scalar field in units of the funda-
mental charge e. We take for the potential

(5.2)

with ~~ 0.
If f' is negative, V has its minimum when I @I =0, and

Eq. (5.1) describes massive scalar QED in the sym-
metric phase with a I @I4 interaction for the scalar
field. Iff' is positive, V is minimized when I Pl =f.
In this case Eq. (5.1) is forced into a broken sym-
metry phase, and by the usual Higgs mechanism the
massless photon field and part of the scalar field com-
bine to form a massive vector field. In the broken
symmetry phase, Eq. (5.1) takes on the form of the
Ginzburg- Landau theory of superconductivity.

Now in the theory of superconductivity, strings of
magnetic flux play a central role. These magnetic
flUx lines can be UIldel stood as topological excitations
of the degrees of freedom in Eq. (5.1). These remarks
suggest that duality transformations may be useful in
studying this theory. To this end it is convenient to
formulate the theory on a lattice. There is no unique
way to do this„but one simple and elegant procedure
is to parallel the philosophy of Wilson for pure g3,uge
theories (Wilson, 1974) and start in the broken sym-

V. OTHER TOPICS

A. Abelian Higgs model and related models

A model of broad physical interest is the Abelian
H ig gs mode l. In the continuum (E uc 1idean d- dimens iona l
space) this model is described by the Lagrangian

metry phase, freezing the radial degree of freedom of
the Q field. This roughly corresponds to taking &-~.
The precise presciption for doing this can be found in
Einhorn and Savit (1978). The result is

I COS +p ~v j +v6}p.j +KCOS +p Tj Q 6lp. j

with the partition function
(5.3a)

Z = DTDOe~. (5.3b)

p and K are coupling constants related to the coupling
constants in Eq. (5.1}and the lattice spacing a. q in
Eq. (5.3a) is an integer which is the charge of the Higgs
field in Eq. (5.1). The lattice theory has two kinds of
fields or spins. Qn each link of the d-dimensional
hypercubic lattice is a phase e' ~:j. O„.j is related to
the original gauge field A„by O„-aeA.„. Thus, asa- 0, —1/a=-A„& 1/a, while —&& 8„«. On each site
of the lattice is another spin e"j. This is just the
phase of the original Higgs field Q and so we have
—v&r, &v in. dependent of a. The sum in Eq. (5.3a) runs
over all plaquettes for the first term and all links for
the second term. This model is therefore a kind of
hybrid of the simplex number one and two models dis-
cussed in the last section, since the interaction pro-
portional to P is an s =2 interaction, while the one pro-
portional to K has s =1. Note that because of the form
of the z term (5.3a) does have a local gauge invariance
of the form

(5.4)

where A, is an angle-valued gauge function.
The duality transformation for Eq. (5.3) is a relatively

straightforward generalization of the technique de-
scribed in the last section (Einhorn and Savit, 1978,
1979; Peskin, 1978). The result is that the dual of
Eq. (5.3) in d dimensions is another hybrid theory which
is Z invariant and has two interaction terms. One
term, defined on a simplex of dimension d —2, is gen-
erated by the plaquette interaction in Eq. (5.3) and has
a coupling constant which for large P is proportional to
1/P. The other term associated with the link inter-
action of Eq. (5.3) sits on dual simplices of dimension
d —1 and for large K has a coupling constant proportion-
al to 1/~. As in Eq. (5.3a), these two dual interactions
are not independent of each other, but are connected
by a local gauge invariance appropriate to the simplex
number of the dual interaction. Note that for d =3, the
dual of Eq. (5.3) is another (Z„) Abelian Higgs model
in which the plaquette interaction has been generated
by the link interaction of Eq. (5.3) and vice versa.

As with the pure theories of Sec. IV, the model (5.3)
ean be written in terms oL its topological exeitations.
It is found that these are of two types: one type lives
on closed manifolds of din1ension d —2, and the other
type lives on open manifolds of dimension d —2, in-
cluding the boundary, which is of dimension d —3. For
example, in three dimensions we have closed vortex
strings (of dimension d —2 =1) and open vortex strings
with monopoles on the ends (the boundary in this case
having dimension d —3 =0). Roughly speaking, the
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strings exist because of the link interaction in Eq. (5.3)
and the monopoles exist because of the plaquette in-
teraction. Note, however, that because the terms in
Eq. (5.3}are related by gauge invariance, there are
no free monopoles io As for the theories discussed in
Sec. IV.D, the formulation of the Abelian Higgs model
in terms of its topological excitations is very useful
for describing the phase properties of the model. For
d &2 and q&1, there is apparently, in general, a phase
transition as a, function of, say, P for fixed P/~. Below
the transition (P large) a Wilson loop correlation func-
tion of a "test charge" ~, with ~ an integer less than q,
behaves like e ", where I' is the perimeter of the loop,
while above the transition (P small), it behaves likee, where A is the minimum area subtended by the
loop. This is the analog of quark confinement for this
theory for a quark of charge &/q. The transition can
be understood as being caused by a condensation of the
topological excitations of the theory. The case of two
dimensions in special, there being only one phase.
Furthermore, when q=1, the phase structure of the
model (for d &2) is problematical. In this case, the
smallest possible test charge is ~=@, and the Wilson
loop behaves like e ~ for all P. In addition, from a
result of Osterwalder and Seiler (Osterwalder and
Seiler, 1978; Fradkin and Shenker, 1979) one can show
that it is possible to go analytically between the low-P
and high-P regions of the theory. However, it is still
possible that a phase boundary between these two
regions exists, extending over some finite region of
the coupling constant plane, and terminating in a
critical point as in the usual I' 7 diagram for a liquid-
gas transition. More work is needed to resolve this
issue.

In closing this section we note that one may construct
other kinds of hybrid theories. It is possible, for ex-
ample, to cross-pollinate interactions with simplex
number s and s —1 (and so forth), and to construct such
theories based on the Z„as well as the U(l) symmetry
group. An especially interesting case is the Abelian
Higgs model based on the Z, group (Balian et al. , 1975;
Horn and Yankielowicz, 19'79). For d =3 this model is
self -dual.

B. Random systems

Duality transformations have yielded some insight
in the study of random systems displaying the property
of frustration. The simplest way of imposing frustra-
tion on a ferromagnetic system is to make some of the
bonds antiferromagnetic. (This was described for the
d =2 Ising model in Sec. II.A, in connection with dis-
order correlation functions. ) Duality has been applied
to such theories with a U(1) and Z, symmetry (random
x-y and Ising models) by Fradkin, Huberman, and
Shenker (1978) and with a U(1) symmetry by Jose
(1978).

' It is also possible to put Eq. (5.1) on a lattice in such a way
that the gauge field interaction Iproportianal ta P in Eq. {5.3)]
is not periodic. This has the consequence that there are no
topological excitations on open manifalds with boundaries.
Far examp1e, when d = 3 there would be no open vartex strings
with Inanopoles an the end —only closed vortex loops.

A rather nice picture emerges for the U(1}case in
two dimensions. One can show that frustrated plaquettes
give rise to topological excitations of half-integer
winding number. This is very easy to understand when
we remember that as we circumscribe a frustrated
plaquette at low temperatures, we find a mismatch in
the spin orientation when we return to our starting
point (see Sec. II.A). In the U(1) case a configuration
of spins which rotates through & as we traverse aclosed
contour has this property, and can also be thought of
as a vortex with half-integer winding number. Like
their integer-valued counterparts, these half-vortices
are located on the sites of the dual lattice. They ap-
pear in pairs so that the total winding number is still
integral, and at low temperatures are bound in pairs
by a logarithmic potential. In three dimensions, the
picture is a little more complicated, but is a natural
exteIls ion of the two-dlnlensional case. Frustration
gives rise to magnetic flux tribes of fractional flux, in
addition to the integer-valued flux tubes which exist in
the ordinary ferromagnetic case.

The random Ising model in two and three dimensions
has properties not too dissimilar from the random x-y
model. In two dimensions (as we saw in Sec. II.A)
frustrations occur in pairs. At lowtemperatures, these
are bound by a linear potential. When d =3, frustra-
tions in the Ising model give rise to simple closed
tubes of "frustration flux" on the dual lattice. These
flux lines penetrate the frustrated plaquettes of the
original random Ising model lattice.

The dual forms of these theories are helpful in
analyzing the effects of frustration on various quanti-
ties of physical interest. The reader should consult
Fradkin, Huberman, and Shenker (1978) and Jose
(1978) for details of these calculations.

C. Topological excitations in Z2 and Z~ symmetric theories

In our treatment of U(1) symmetric theories (Sec.
IV) we found that we could write the theories directly
in terms of their topological excitations. Here we want
to describe the topological excitations one expects in
theories with a Z~ symmetry and their effect on the
physics. The Z, case is real straightforward„but the
Z„case with X&2 is somewhat more complex.

In theories with a Z, symmetry the topological ex-
citations are "kinks" and generalizations thereof.
Consider, for instance, the d =2 Ising model. The
model can be described in terms of domains of aligned
spins. A single up spin with all its neighbors pointing
down is just a very small domain. Suppose we now con-
sider the dual lattice and draw a line along each dual
lattice link which crosses an original lattice link join-
ing two oppositely aligned spins. It is easy to see that
for any configuration of spins, we will have drawn a
set of closed loops. These are the domain boundaries
of the Ising model. They are also the linelike topologi-
cal excitations. If we think of one direction of our lat-
tice as time, these domain boundaries can be thought of
as the world-lines of kinks, or solitons (actually, in the
case of a closed domain boundary, soliton-antisoliton
pairs) in a one-space-dimensional world.

In three dimensions, the Ising model has domain
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boundaries which are closed two-dimensional surfaces
(again assoc ia ted with the dual lattice). Consider now
the Z, lattice gauge theory (s =2) in two dimensions.
This theory has pointlike topological excitations as-
sociated with the sites of the dual lattice. These appear
whenever the product of the four Z, gauge potentials
(associated with an original lattice plaquette) which
surrounds the given dual lattice site is -1. Note that
this is the natural extension of the Ising model. In that
case, we placed a topological excitation on a dual lat-
tice simplex associated with an original lattice link
whenever the product of the spins bounding that link was
—1. In the d =3 Z, gauge theory, the topological exci-
tations become closed strings, in four dimensions
closed two-dimensional surfaces, etc. From these
considerations it is clear that the Z, invariant theory
with simplex number s in d dimensions has topological
excitations which are of dimension d —s and live on
closed manifolds on the dual lattice. Notice that the
topological excitations are of one higher dimension than
those that appear for the corresponding theory with a
U(1) symmetry. This can be understood by remember-
ing that the spins in the Z, theory take their values on
the zero-dimensional surface of a one-dimensional
sphere (i.e., two points) while the U(1) spins take their
value on the one-dimensional surface of a two-dimen-
sional sphere (a circle). A general homotopy analysis
indicates that these are the first two members of a
fam ily of spins def ined on the surf ace of an n-dimen-
sional sphere. Each time we add one component to the
spin variable, the dimension of the topological excita-
tion decreased by one for fixed d and s.

As with the U(l) invariant theories, the phase transi-
tions in the Z, invariant theories can be understood as
being due to a condensation of the topological excita-
tions. This is most easily seen in the d =2 Ising model.
In the low-temperature ordered phase, most spins are
aligned and domains of misaligned spins are small and
scarce, resulting in a low density of small topological
loops. At the critical point, they condense into a spa-
ghetti phase consisting of a relatively high density of
arbitrarily large loops. This is the disordered phase
in which nearest neighbor spins can easily be mis-
aligned. Qualitatively similar arguments apply to
other Z, invariant theories.

We turn now to theories with a Z„symmetry for
N&2. For definiteness, let us focus on the d =2 vector
Potts model discussed in Sec. III.B. Since N is finite,
it is clear that we can define domain boundaries be-
tween regions of differently oriented spins. If the angle
difference between two nearest-neighbor spins is
(2&/N)k, we can associate a piece of a doma. in boundary
of strength (or flux) 0 with the dual lattice link which
crosses the link joining the two misaligned spins. If
we think of the boundary of strength 0 as being made
up of a superposition of k boundaries of strength one,
then one might suppose that these boundaries of strength
on just form closed loops on the dual lattice, in analogy
with the Ising model. But this is not quite correct as
we shall see in a moment.

Suppose for the moment that N is very large, but finite.
As N increases the vector Potts model looks more and
more like thex-y model. Butwe kngw that thex-y model in

two dimensions has topological excitations which are
vortex points. Can we make such an excitation in the
vector Potts model ~ The best we can do is shown
schematically in Fig. 10 for the case Ã =7. The dashed
circle has a diameter of order N lattice spacings. In-
side that circle the Z~ spins rotate (as smoothly as pos-
sible, to try to minimize the energy) through 2w as we
traverse a closed loop surrounding the dual lattice site
that sits (roughly) at the center of the circle. If we
look only at the spin configurations inside the circle,
we will not be able to tell whether we are looking at a
U(1) vortex or at a configuration of Z„spins. The
reason is that the minimum energy configuration for
the spins making up a vortex in the x-y model is ob-
tained when the rotation through 2r is shared equally
among the spins as we traverse a circle of any radius
surrounding the vortex. Thus, for a distance from the
x-y model vortex center less than N lattice spacings,
nearest-neighbor spins will on the average not have
angle differences less than 2~/N, so the configurations
will look roughly like the minimum energy configura-
tions of the Z„model close to the Z„vortex center.
For a distance greater than about N lattice spacings
away from the vortex center the situation is different.
In this region the Z~ spins cannot rotate through a
small enough angle to share equally a rotation of 2& as
we pass around a circle surrounding the vortex. In-
stead, for the Z„model, the minimum energy con-
figuration is effected by forming approximately wedge
shaped domains of spins all of which point in the same
direction. The spin orientation changes by 2&/N as
we pass from one domain to its neighbor as shown in
Fig. 10. In general (for example, in the vector Potts
model), the domain boundaries radiating from a vor-
tex center have a finite energy per unit length, and the
energy of a single Z,~ vortex increases linearly with
the size of the system. However, one can produce
finite energy configurations of a vortex-antivortex
pair bound by N strings.

Thus the d =2 globally symmetric Z~ theories in
general have two types of topological excitations:
strings and vortices. Considering Fig. 10 it is clear
that the Z~ strings only form closed loops in the ab-
sense of vortices; N units of string flux (e.g. , N strings
of unit flux) can coterminate in a small region around
a vortex center. The extension to higher dimensions
and to Z~ theories with other simplex numbers is clear:
The Z,~ symmetric theory in d dimensions with simplex
number s has topological excitations defined on closed
manifolds of dimension d —s and, in addition, topologi-
cal excitations defined on N (or fewer) open manifolds

FIG. 10. Vortex in a two-dimensional globally ZN symmetric
theory such as the vector Patts madel. See Sec. V.C far an
explanation.
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of dimension d —s which coterminate on a closed mani-
fold of dimension d —s —1. (These are similar, in
some ways to the topological excitations of the Abelian
H iggs model; see Sec. V.A. )

As with the other theories we have studied, these
topological excitations have a strong influence on the
phase properties of Z~ theories. For example, one
can understand the two phase transitions that occur
(for large enough N) in the d = 2 vector Potts model as
sequential condensations of these two types of excita-'
tions. This is discussed in more detail elsewhere
(Einhorn, Savit, and Rabinovici, 1979}.

D. Duality in the lattice Hamiltonian folrnalism

In Secs. II—IV, we have discussed duality in the con-
text of d-dimension lattice theories. These theories
can be regarded either as classical statistical mechan-
ics systems in d space dimensions, or as Euclidean
cutoff quantum field theories in d space-time dimen-
sions. In the former case, the argument of the parti-
tion function should be thought of as the exponential of
the Hamiltonian of the classical statistical system,
while in the latter case the partition function's argu-
ment is the exponential of the Lagrangian of the quan-
tum field theory. If we adopt the latter interpretation,
we can rework the lattice theory so that it is expressed
in terms of the Hamiltonian of the quantum field theory.
(This is not the same as the Hamiltonian of the classical
statistical system described above. ) This formalism
was developed by Kogut and Susskind (1975) as an al-
ternative formulation of Wilson's lattice gauge theory
(Wilson, 1974}. Some aspects of duality have been
studied using this method. We will first briefly de-
scribe how one develops the Hamiltonian formalism,
and then remark on its use in conjunction with duality.

In the Hamiltonian formulation of latticized quantum
field theory, one space-time direction is identified as
time, and the lattice spacing in that direction is sent to
zero. Thus the d-dimensional lattice becomes a (d —1)-
dimensional lattice plus one continuous time axis. In
order to have a chance of retaining the same (large dis-
tance) physics when the time direction lattice spacing
is sent to zero, it is necessary to allow lattice coupling
constants in the time direction to vary with the lattice
spacing so that the effective interaction over some
fixed distance is unchanged. Details may be found in
Kogut and Susskind (1975) and Kogut (1979). Since time
is now continuous, it is relatively straightforward to
define momenta which are canonically conjugate to the
coordinates (the fields) of the theory. The Hamiltonian
can then be written, in the usual way, in terms of
these coordinates and momenta. Thus, unlike the
Lagrangian or the classical statistical mechanics
Hamiltonian, this field-theoretic Hamiltonian contains
noncommuting operators. As an example, let us look
at the Hamiltonian derived for the d =2 Ising model by
this method. It can be written

The matrices act on states in wh ich a spin up is repre-
sented by g} and a spin down by (o}. The sum over i is
a sum over points on a one-dimensional lattice and
matrices acting on different sites commute. ~ is a
coupling parameter which is related to the original
coupling constants (and temperature) of the d =2 Ising
model. The first term in Eq. (5.5) is just an operator
representation for the original nearest neighbor spin-
spin interactions in the x (space) direction, while the
0,. term results from the process of taking the y (time)
direction lattice spacing to zero.

The Hamiltonian (5.5) can be rewritten in a new set
of variables p. ',.', definedms

„6.) ~ (3) g(s)
i i+]. s (5.7a)

(3) ' ' gQ)
j&i

(5.7b)

The Ij, ',."'s sit on the sites of the dual one-dimensional
lattice, i.e., the bonds of the original lattice. The
product in Eq. (5.7b) runs from the left-hand side of
the one-dimensional lattice up to the site i. [The
cognoscenti will recognize this as a kind of Jordan-
Wigner transformation (Jordan and Wigner, 1928).J
Using Eq. (5.7), Eq. (5.5) becomes

y-y~b) ~(3) + ~h) (5.8)

which, up to an overall factor of ~ is the same as Eq.
(5.5) with &—& '. It is easy to check that the com-
mutation relations among the p, -'s is the same as those
among the 0's, and so this formulation of the d =2
Ising model is self-dual. Writing ~ in terms of the
original two-dimensional lattice formulation of the
theory, one sees that the point ~ = I corresponds to the
correct dual temperature (critical point) of the d =2
Ising model. (Since the Harniltonian procedure requires
from the beginning the introduction of an anisotropic
two-dimensional lattice, one finds that the condition
~ =1 actually generates a line of critical points in the
space of the horizontal and vertical nearest-neighbor
couplings. ) A little reflection reveals that the p. 's
really can be regarded as disorder operators. For in-
stance, an eigenstate of 0',."is a state in which the spin
at site i has a definite orientation, while an eigenstate
of p. ~) is a superposition of states in which all spins
to the left of link (dual site) i have opposite orienta-
tion.

Similar duality trans formations have been constructed
in the context of the lattice Hamiltonian formalism for
the Z, lattice gauge theory in four dimensions (Fradkin
and Susskind, 19'78) and the Z„ lattice gauge theory in
three and four dimensions (Horn ef al. , 1979; Green,
1978). As expected, the d =3 Z„ lattice gauge theories
are dual to spin systems with a global symmetry, while
the d =4 gauge theories are dual to gauge theories with
a local symmetry.

y~ (s) g (3) ~ ~ g )
i i+1 i

-where the Pauli matrices are

0 (, ) 0 I
0

(5.5)

(5.8)

E. Abelian duality in the continuum

There are two related but distinct questions to be
asked about duality transformations and Abelian theor-
ies defined on a continuous manifold. First, if we start
with an Abelian theory on a lattice and proceed to the
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continuum limit via the renormalization group, what
happens to the dual representation of the theory as the
limit is taken? The second question is, can we sensi-
bly formulate the duality transformation directly in
the continuum~ These questions are related because
they essentially involve the fate of integer-valued fields
on a continuous manifold.

As for the first question, it is likely that the follow-
ing scenario will be generally true: Suppose we con-
sider some theory with more than one phase, for in-
stance the d =3 x-y model. We now imagine starting
our renormalization group calculation with some value
of the temperature To. If T & T„ the critical tempera-
ture of the model, then we expect that as we scale to
larger and larger distances (or smaller and smaller
lattice spacings) the. large distance physics willbe that
which we expect to find in the low-temperature phase of the
lattice model. Alternatively, if T,& T„we expect that the
renormalization group will lead us to a theory whose
large distance physics is that of the high-temperature
phase of the lattice theory. Now, the large distance
structures of the two phases of the d =3 x-y model dif-
fer because for T & T„ the closed vortex strings are
condensed and can with high probability be arbitrarily
large, while for T& T, only small closed vortex
strings exist, and these will not strongly affect the
large distance structure of the theory. Hence, we
might expect that for T, & T„ the renormalization group
will lead us to a continuum theory without topological
excitations (for the d =3 x-y model, just a theory of a
massless scalar field), while for To& T, the reno. rma-
lization group will lead us to R continuum theory with
vortex strings. Thus in this sense, the integer-valued
fields should have a sensible continuum definition in
this phase. Benormalization group studies of the d= 2
x-y model have been done by Jose et al. (1977). The
reader is referred to that paper and references therein
for more insight.

We turn now to the second question, whether a dual
transformation can be performed directly for a theory
defined in the continuum. Whatever problems arise
here are not related to any intrinsic difficulty of de-
fining duality in the continuum, but, as before, are re-
lated to the problem of handling integer-valued fields
in the continuum. To see this graphically, we note
that one can easily construct the dual form of a con-
tinuum free field theory. For instance, the generating
functional for free photons in three Euclidean dimen-
sions can be rewritten as the generating functional for
a massless scalar field in three dimensions, following
the by now famil. iar routine of Fourier transformation.
Qn the other hand, one quickly runs into trouble trying
to work with a theory with integer-valued fields, for
example, some sort of analog of the villain approxima-
tion (say, for a scalar theory) defined in the continuum.
Although one may formally proceed by simply replacing
discrete differences by derivatives, one does not really
know what one is doing: for instance, if n(x) is an in-
teger-valued field, what. does B„n(x) mean'? To have a,

chance of controlling these objects some sort of short
distance cutoff is evidently necessary. Qf course, such
a cutoff is provided by the lattice formulation.

These comments notwithstanding, it is sometimes

F. Approaches to duality for non-Abelian theories

Many important theories in condensed matter and
high-energy physics have non-Abelian symmetries, and
so it is natural to try to generalize duality transforma-
tions which have been so successful for Abelian theor-
ies to non-Abelian theories. Unfortunately, one en-
counters tremendous difficulties in the program. He re
we will briefly describe some of the work that has been
done on these problems.

Let us first discuss the most straightforward gen-
eralization of Abelian duality. To illustrate the pro-
cedure, consider the two-dimensional 0(3) Heisenberg
ferromagnet. We place on each site of a square lattice
a "spin" which takes its value on the surface of a
sphere. The Hamiltonian of the system is

II= —eJ cos A~Q t (5 9)

where the sum runs over all nearest-neighbor pairs on
the lattice, and A„Q, is the angle between the orienta-
tions of the nearest-ne ighbor spins. The partit ion
function is

Z = DBexp P cos A„Q,. }
()

(5.10)

with P =8/kT. Z may also be considered to be the
generating functional (on a square lattice) for the 0(3)
nonlinear sigma model in two Euclidean dimensions
with PII playing the role of the Lagrangian.

For Abelian theories we recall that the first step in
constructing the duality transformation was to Fourier
expand the exponential of the interaction. For the
theory (5.10), the natural set of Fourier expansion
variables is the set of spherical harmonics Y, (a52).
Writing Eq. (5.10) as a. product over all lattice links of
exponentiRls of the interRction in the usual way one can
carry out such an expansion. Next, one can use the ad-
dition formula for spherical harmonics to write
l, (A„Q, ) as a sum of products of spherical harmonics
that depend separately on Q, and V~; -„. Rearranging
the fa.ctors, Eq. (5.10), can be written in the form

possible to use duality arguments profitably in con-
tinuum models with vortexlike structures. An example
is the paper by Sugamoto (1979) in which he studies
the Abelian Higgs model in four dimensions in the con-
tinuum. His duality transformation is related to, but is
not identical with the one discussed by F, inborn and
Savit (1978, 1979) and by Peskin (1978) for the latticized
Abelian H iggs model. Sugamoto introduces a Four ier
variable conjugate to I"&, and then integrates over the
vector potential A„. Since the Lagrangian still con-
tains terms quadratic in A„(coupled to the Higgs scalar
field) integrating over A„does not produce the familiar
delta functions instead we are left with a kind of mag-
netic field strength formalism. Sugamoto describes a
classical solution for this formulation of the model and
discusses its relation to the Nielsen-Qlesen vortex
string. However, questions of renormalization and the
ultimate fate of these classical solutions are not treated.
See his paper for more details.
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z= g sy;(ta, j), , Jan, .v, (.n't.
,

i j"IL ~ t (5.11.)

I is essentially a product over the lattice links of the
coefficients of the Fourier expansion in F, s, times
some factors coming from the use of the addition
formula. The last factor in Eq. (5.11) is a product over
all lattice sites of integrals over the spin orientation.
For each integral there are four factors of Y, because
there are four lattice links that impinge on each lattice
site. Equation (5.11) should be compared with, say,
Eq. (4.5) for the x-y model. The point is that the in-
tegral over the 6, in Eq. (4.5) gives a set of delta func-
tions which allow us to use in Eq. (4.5) the represen-
tation (4.6) for the integers k. In Eq. (5.11), on the
other hand, no such simple result emerges: the in-
tegral over 0 gives constraints on the set of four /'s
and m's, but nothing as simple as a delta function (ex-
cept, of course, for the m's). It is thus difficult to
find a representation for the integers /, which will
automatically satisfy the constraints imposed by the
integrals over Q,

Despite the failure of this approach to produce an
elegant dual theory in the usual sense, one does gene-
rate a representation for Z in terms of the L's and
m's which is relatively simple at high temperatures.
The key to understanding this representation is the ob-
servation that since the spins are almost completely
disordered at very high temperatures, they are all
predominantly in a relative s state, and so the domi-
nant contribution to Z will be from values of E near
zero. Hence it is possible to do a, kind of configuration
expansion in I and m about II =0, m =OI- (Savit, 1977b).
This expansion is related to (but is not the same as)
the high-temperature expansion of statistical mechan-
j.cs .

The complication described for the 0(3) case per-
sists generally for non-Abelian theories regardless
of dimension or whether the theories have a global or
a local symmetry. However, in the special case of.

solvable non-Abelian groups, Drouffe, Itzykson, and
Zuber (Drouffe et a/. , 1979) have shown that for a
globally symmetric theory of spins with nearest
neighbor interactions it is possible to construct a dual
theory. The procedure is to first show that the theory
with a solvable non-Abelian symmetry is equivalent
to a theory with an Abelian symmetry, and then to apply
a duality transformation to the Abelian theory. Bel-
lisard (19'78) has also demonstrated this transformation
for the special case of the group 8, . Unfortunately, the
procedure is appa. rently not useful for (lattice) gauge
theories.

For theories with a. non-Abelian symmetry group
which is not solvable, a number of workers have tried
to construct some sort of dual representation using a
variety of approaches. Most of the work we shall de-
scribe has been done for gauge theories. A major
motivation has usually been to find a simple calculable
representation for the theory in the strong coupling
regime. However, some authors have suggested that a
simple dual representation may not exist.

The first paper we shall mention is one to which other
papers (particularly those of 't Hooft, Mandelstam,

and Englert and Windey) may be related. This is the
work of Goddard, Nuyts, and Olive (Goddard ef al. ,
1977) who have noted that for any of the classical Lie
groups there exists a dual group whose generating al-
gebra is associated with an inversion of the root dia, —

gram of the algebra of the original group. They sug-
gest that in a gauge theory this dual group may be the
symmetry group appropriate to a description of the
theory in terms of its magnetic degrees of freedom.
In the specific case of the Georgi-Glashow model,
Montonen and Olive (19'7'7) have presented circum-
stantial evidence to support the conjecture that (at least
in some limit) the monopole of the theory may be the
gauge boson of the theory when expressed in terms of
its dual (magnetic) degrees of freedom. Unfortunately,
one has not yet been able to complete the program and
express the theory directly in terms of its dual de-
grees of freedom, but the evidence gathered so far in
support of the conjecture is tantalizing.

Halpern's approach to duality for non-Abelian gauge
theories involves two steps (Halpern, 1979). First, he
argues that with a completely fixed axial gauge the vec-
tor potential A is a unique function of the field strength
G. He then shows that with a completely fixed axia, l
gauge the generating functional for a gauge theory can
be w r it ten in the form

Z — DG& I G ) exp — Q'd"x (5.12a)

1
DGDBexp —— ('+iBI Q

4 (5.12b)

exp —— +~U E~~ d x

DW„', exp — W„', 8'„', +sE„;W', d x . 5.13~

~

The functional integral of the Higgs model will now be
quadratic in the vector potential A'„, and so the inte-
gration of A'„can be done. What results is a functional
integral over the exponential of a rather complicated
Lagrangian which is a function of the fields TV„„, the
Higgs fields and their derivatives. This formulation is

I(G) is the Bianchi identity for G with the vector poten-
tial A regarded as a function A(G). Equation (5.12a)
follows from Eq. (5.12b) by integrating over R. Final-
ly, Eq. (5.12b) can be integrated over G to obtain Z
purely in terms of R. It is the field B in Eq. (5.12b)
that Halpern identifies as the dual potential. He argues
that B can be interpreted as a potential for a kind of
disorder field, as one should expect for a dual variable.
Many more properties of the representation (5.12) are
contained in his paper which the reader should consult
for more details.

Anothe r approach to non-Abe lian duality which relies
hea. vily on first-order formalism is the paper by Seo,
Masonori, and Sugamoto (Seo et al. , 1979). This paper
is essentially a generalization of the paper by Sugamoto
(1979) described in Sec. V.E. In it two non-Abelian
Higgs models, one with a single Higgs doublet, the
other with two Higgs triplets, are studied. The dual
transformation in this paper is defined by introducing a
variable conjugate to E„'„and wr iting
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of interest because there is some hope that one could
define a sensible strong coupling expansion using it.

Another approach to a dual theory has been studied
by Kazama and Savit (1979). They start from the ob-
servation that, in the dual transformation for an
Abelian theory, integrating over the original variable pro-
duces a delta function which enforces a kind of "Bianchi
identity. " For example, the delta functions in Eq.
(4.5) tell us that the k~. , must be expressible as a curl.
To mimic this in a non-Abelian gauge theory one first
uses the identity (5.13) so that the functional integra, l
is quadratic in A. '„. Next, one isolates the terms quad-
ratic in A'„and Fourier transforms these again with
respect to A'„. Now the theory contains two Fourier
variables, but the functional integral is linear in A„.
Performing the integral over A. '„produces functional
delta functions which have the form of a kind of
Bianchi identity. This procedure results in a form
with some very intriguing properties one of which is the
possibility of defining a strong coupling expansion. De-
tails will be reported elsewhere.

Finally, we briefly mention the work of 't Hooft
(1978, 19'79) and Mandelstam (1978). Work along simi-
lar lines has also been -done by Englert and Windey
[Englert and Windey (1978) and references thereinj.
These authors study non-Abelian gauge theories and
try to construct magnetic operators which are dual to
gauge invariant operators of the electric degrees of
freedom. The latter may be taken to be the Wilson loop
operators (Wilson, 1974). In four dimensions the dual
(magnetic) operators are certain kinds of Nielsen-
Olesen vortex loops associated with the non-Abelian
theory. By examining the commutation relations be-
tween the magnetic flux loops and the Wilson loops,
't Hoof t and Mandelstam, in their related, but not identical
approaches, delineate possible phases in which the
non-Abelian gauge theory could find itself. One of
these phases is the long-sought quark confinement
phase. Whether this phase is in fact realized de-
pends on the dynamics of the theory. Unfortunately,
both 't Hooft and Mandelstam conclude that the non-
Abelian gauge theory expressed in terms of their mag-
netic vortex string operators (and the corresponding
dual vector potentials) is terribly complicated. Thus,
while one may gain much insight from these studies,
the magnetic variable may not be computationally use-
ful, even for strong coupling.
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